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King George County Zoning & Subdivision Ordinance Update
Public Engagement Summary
Overview
This document summarizes the suggestions, concerns, and comments from the four (4)
stakeholder interviews, two (2) public workshops, and public survey.
Stakeholder interviews were held on October 26, 2021, and a total of 16 stakeholders attended
the stakeholder interviews. Stakeholders consisted of four groups that included Naval Support
Facility Dahlgren and military representatives; business owners, economic development
professionals, and realtors; tourism, Main Street, and historic representatives; and surveyors,
developers, architects, etc. Each stakeholder group discussed the current Zoning Ordinance and
Subdivision Ordinance and opportunities for improvement.
Public workshop #1 was held on October 20, 2021, and consisted of 6 participants. Public
workshop #2 was held on October 26, 2021, and consisted of 9 participants. The public workshop
exercises resulted in the discussion of priorities the County should focus on, what assets the
County can capitalize on, as well as general comments of concern.
The public survey received a total of 572 responses, with majority being online submissions and
six paper surveys. The survey results are attached as a separate file, Public Survey Results.
The public engagement feedback has been summarized below.
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Stakeholder Interview Summary
Group 1

Group 2

Group 3

Group 4

NSF Dahlgren and/or
Military reps

Business owners, Chamber
of Commerce, Real estate
reps

Tourism office, Main
Street, and Historic reps

Surveyors, Engineers,
Architects, etc., and
Bankers

Overarching Themes
The following concerns and comments were shared among all stakeholder groups:
•

•

•

•

•

•

Housing affordability and selection/variety are lacking in King George County. The County
has many single-family homes on 2+ acres, and there are few options for multifamily
housing – townhomes, apartments, and higher density areas. Consideration should be
given to temporary residents who come in for the military base, particularly
students/service members and their families, who resort to living in hotel
accommodations. While housing variety is an issue overall, there was overwhelming
support for more multifamily housing options.
Cluster development is encouraged to protect land, while offering more housing that is
less spread out than the existing A-1 and A-2 patterns of housing. Sentiment that the
County is currently being eaten-up largely due to large A-1 and A-2 tracts that only allow
one dwelling. The rural aesthetic of the County can be maintained, but the inevitable
growth should be accommodated by concentrating development in appropriate areas.
Agritourism works in neighboring counties and should be encouraged and promoted within
King George County. Agritourism can be leveraged as a unique driver for economic
development, and there should not be unreasonable regulations in place that make it
difficult to start an agritourism-based business – mainly requiring special exceptions for
uses that can be controlled through use standards.
Hotels and short-term rentals are needed in King George County, particularly because of
the number of transient residents that “live” in the available hotels for extended periods.
While there isn’t a large tourist draw that demands hotels, an increase in agritourism would
require more overnight and short-term rental opportunities.
Solar developments should be introduced with careful consideration to the clearing of
trees, maintaining natural buffers, and requiring additional buffers and screening when
needed. The appropriate remediation of land after a solar development’s life has reached
maturity is a concern.
Despite the amount of open space in the County, there is a lack of recreation opportunities
– active and passive. There is a desire for walking and biking paths/trails, as well as general
sidewalk placement and connectivity to encourage more walkable areas.
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Stakeholder Group 1
•
•

•

•

•

•

•

The Comprehensive Plan language for Settlement Areas should be incorporated in the
Zoning Ordinance.
There is concern over more development in the Dahlgren area, as traffic already reached
limits where bottlenecks and backups occur on a regular basis. While development in
inevitable in this area, and likely needed as the base grows, consideration needs to be given
to where housing is placed versus commercial and to development accesses, both
vehicular and pedestrian – to abate the traffic congestion.
There is currently by-right housing development that is close to the base, which may prove
to be problematic as the military overlay is established. As the overlay is created and
regulations are drafted, consideration should be given to housing developments and their
proximity to the base. Further, there are concerns for noise abatement from the Potomac
River and frequency impacts on the base from wind and solar development.
A suggestion was made for transitioning housing density outside of the boundaries of the
Dahlgren base – allowing for denser developments closer to base, with housing becoming
less dense further away from base and closer to existing patterns.
There is not a desire for large signage (i.e., billboards) and the current regulations address
that. However, while large signage is not desired, larger developments may require larger
signage than what currently exists in the County. Conversely, off-site signage is a concern
for businesses that are “hidden” from the main road or off the beaten path.
Commercial development is administratively cumbersome, as regulations are currently
written. Developers will seek out neighboring localities that have easier restrictions and
shorter process times for applications. Some development processes can be loosened or
be given more administrative control to ease the requirements for PC and Board review to
shorten the timeframe for development.
There is a desire for “master planned communities” that include landscaping and
sidewalks.

Stakeholder Group 2
•

•

The Settlement Area recommendations listed in the Comprehensive Plan have not been
incorporated into the Zoning Ordinance, and they should be during this update. Further,
the identified Settlement Areas should be zoned for by-right development to welcome in
new commercial and residential development. Rather than address rezonings as they arise,
the zoning map should reflect what the Comprehensive Plan directs.
Currently, much of the proposed development is built in other localities, as the existing
processes for approval result in 1.5- to 2-year timelines.
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•

•

•

•

•
•
•
•

•
•

•

In the main “King George County core” (i.e., the courthouse and government buildings
area), water and sewer is available for larger development; as such, lot sizes could be
reduced for denser development.
While agritourism and event venues on large agricultural property should both be
encouraged, motocross and other bike tracks should be discouraged. More uses should be
allowed that can utilize agricultural and rural land, particularly uses that cause little
concern to neighbors or when small impacts can be addressed with standards.
Food trucks are currently not allowed, but there is a desire to have these available, as food
establishments are limited. However, there is concern that food trucks may undercut the
established brick-and-mortar restaurants; suggestion made to include a regulation that
food trucks cannot park/stay in one location for an extended period and must get a permit.
RV’s and campers are currently prohibited from being parked in the County, per the
existing Zoning Ordinance regulations. Many RV’s and campers can be seen in neighboring
localities, and King George County should compete with that. Allowing campgrounds can
mark King George County as a destination, or a stop along the way to other, more
established areas.
Distilleries and wineries are becoming as popular as breweries, and they should be allowed
as they are similar uses. This would open the option to more businesses.
Detached accessory dwellings should be allowed on larger parcels.
Solar facilities should be steered towards open land and not forest.
There is currently an imbalance between residential development and
commercial/industrial development. To grow beyond more rooftops, the County needs
additional economic drivers.
Building height should be limited to three stories, or what is comparable to a firetruck’s
ladder.
There is a desire for more R-1 zoning, or more “curb and gutter” subdivisions. Currently,
much of the County is A-2, and there are residents or potential residents that have an
appetite for sidewalks and neighborhoods, rather than large swaths of land.
Consideration should be given to reduce the number of Planning Commissioners
(potentially one from each voting district and one at-large) to prevent tied votes and
increase productivity.

Stakeholder Group 3
•
•
•

If additional gun ranges are allowed, they should be limited to indoor ranges.
VAPE, CBD, and Cannabis-related shops should be limited, or prohibited, if possible.
The empty historic site/school that is slated for redevelopment should be used as a
cultural/educational center for community activities, classes, certifications, etc.
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•
•

•

•
•
•
•

•

•
•

Caledon State Park would be an ideal place for an outdoor music venue or amphitheater if
that was a permitted use.
There are not enough recreation opportunities, and golf courses may not be the answer.
They require a lot of maintenance, and two golf courses have established and since closed
in King George County.
Currently, no recreational uses are allowed on agriculturally zoned properties; recreational
uses should be permitted by-right – particularly passive recreation, or recreation with
limited impact.
Recreation by way of indoor courts (tennis, basketball, etc.) would be welcome to offer allseason recreation opportunities.
Movie theaters are currently not in the County, nor permitted. They would be a welcome
addition for recreation purposes.
Event venues could benefit the community, with certain regulations in place for parking,
noise, operating hours, capacity, etc.
The main “King George County core,” (i.e., the courthouse and government buildings area)
should be redeveloped and marketed as a “town center” area that can eventually become
a compact, walkable area offering various commercial and recreational opportunities.
Community design is very important; there is no desire to change the rural character of
the County but developed areas should have landscaping and screening that contribute to
an overall positive aesthetic.
Lighting regulations should be tailored toward safety, as well as dark sky lighting to avoid
light trespass.
There is a general concern for blighted and/or abandoned properties; the regulations
should include provisions that allow for strict maintenance or enforcement.

Stakeholder Group 4:
•
•
•
•
•

Landscaping requirements are difficult to interpret, as they are provided in various places
throughout the ordinance; these should be streamlined to one section.
The overall structure of the ordinance is hard to follow.
Encouragement for more administrative approval of various development processes. Site
plan approval being moved to administrative approval has been a good decision.
The ordinance would benefit from having one cohesive article or section that includes all
community design standards – including landscaping, lighting, sidewalks, etc.
To invite in more commercial development, there needs to be more rooftops in King
George County. While there is an imbalance in residential to commercial development,
commercial establishment of a larger name (Chick-Fil-A, Buffalo Wild Wings as two
examples provided) will not locate in the County without a certain population.
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•
•

•

•

•

Breweries and wedding venues should be by-right uses with thresholds that consider traffic
and parking.
Overall, development processes are not business friendly; there is a “fear” among
developers to begin the rezoning and/or special exception process in King George County,
and spend the money for the application requirements, to ultimately be refused for
development.
If any given use is in an appropriate location, and proper setback/screening/buffering
measures are in place, there should be no prevention to new development and economic
drivers. Dahlgren is a working example of an area that has effectively embraced disparate
uses and districts.
Subdivision (road) standards can be ambiguous. It is frustrating to understand what access
points and requirements are needed. When additional standards are required in addition
to those required by VDOT, it gets cumbersome.
Investigate TDRs for agriculture preservation to control development and to offer density
bonuses.
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General Comments and Concerns:
•

•
•

•
•

•

•

•

•

•
•

•
•
•

Economic development should not be at the expense of detrimental land uses. Any
introduced development should preserve and protect the existing landscape. Uses that
have significant environmental impacts should not be permitted.
Flexibility in development should be retained through limited control and the exclusion of
regulations that make the application and development process difficult.
King George County has become a bedroom community for the DC area and Northern
Virginia; there is more residential development than retail and other commercial
development.
Growth and new development should be directed to specific areas, with consideration of
environmental constraints to preserve the rural landscape.
Agricultural and rural areas should be preserved. Keeping the county rural is a priority, and
the ordinance should include provisions that ensure the continued protection of these
areas from too much development.
When the new bridge is completed, that will not only take up land, but will increase
development. In addition to the new bridge, Dahlgren is becoming “less rural each day”
due to growth in the area.
Cluster developments may be an effective means to provide for growth, while protecting
the character of the County. Particularly, care should be given to avoid sprawl and
inappropriate residential developments.
Light industrial uses and industrial parks should be encouraged. King George County could
support an increased amount of industrial development, but not so much that it becomes
a “dumping ground” for the area.
Overall, the County would benefit from more walkable areas, but there is a particular
desire to have walking and biking trails/lanes in the Dahlgren area. The major areas of
development (Rt 3 and US 301 corridors) should provide more sidewalk access.
The Rt 3 and US 301 corridors have random commercial development that is not cohesive.
Mixed-use developments are needed, and the MC district currently has the most
regulation that allows mixed-use, but developers do not seem interested in going through
the processes and meeting all regulations.
The Comprehensive Plan suggestions should be included in the Zoning Ordinance.
Concern over tree canopy conservation and preservation; increase regulations that
encourage the protection of tree canopies.
Flooding and flood resilience is a priority.
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•

•

There is a concern that A-2 districts do not allow a second dwelling on the property. Much
of the County is zoned A-2, which has resulted in many (larger) lots with one home. There
is a desire to allow some type of standalone Accessory Dwelling Unit, but that is not
currently allowed throughout most of the county.
Agricultural districts do not allow recreational uses; walking and biking trails should be
permitted.

Uses:
•

•

•
•

•

•
•
•
•
•

Home businesses should be permitted if they are not disruptive to neighbors; regulations
should be included for signage, limits to the number of on-site vehicles and customers,
noise and operating hours. If proper use standards are not applied, this use may need a
special exception process to assess each one on a case-by-case basis.
Short-term rentals can balance the lack of hotel and other transient stay options. The
owner does not need to use the home as a primary residence or live on site. Some felt
STR’s should have limited regulation; others felt there should be limits on the number of
nights allowed per stay, noise hours, and parking.
Commercial uses should be permitted in such a way that small locally owned businesses
are supported, rather than large box stores.
Automotive-related uses currently do not have adequate parking; parking requirements
should be updated for these uses to provide off-street parking. Additionally, these uses
would benefit from landscaping and buffering requirements. The existing automotiverelated businesses are an “eyesore”, and any new establishments should follow aesthetic
regulations.
Solar facilities are welcome under the right conditions. Solar facilities, both small- and
medium-scale, should be by-right with specific use standards for setbacks and screening.
Utility-scale solar facilities raise concerns for taking away agricultural land, aesthetic
control, and remediation of the land after the solar facility is removed. Some felt they
should be strictly prohibited from removing trees or natural buffers.
Indoor gun ranges are welcome with the necessary regulation and safety control; outdoor
gun ranges carry noise concerns, and they are not encouraged.
Food trucks are welcome, but they should not be allowed to stay in one place for an
extended period.
Event venues are welcome and needed but would require parking and hours regulations.
Cannabis and CBD shops should be prohibited, if possible. Currently, there are too many
Vape shops.
The County would benefit from a commuter/commercial parking lot.
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Community Character and Design:
•

•
•
•
•
•

•

There is a dichotomy between not wanting offsite signage (to avoid clutter), but also
realizing that many businesses in King George County are hidden from view and would
benefit from off-site signage.
Electronic signs are too bright at night and need power restrictions. Large, electronic
signage should be turned off or dimmed by a certain time in the evening.
Shared parking should be allowed – and encouraged.
There is a desire for parking lot landscaping, including islands, trees, and water runoff
control/drainage.
Landscaping is currently not maintained, and there is a desire to see increased
enforcement of these regulations.
Commercial areas should be attractive, and should require landscaping and screening, but
not to the extent that it inhibits development or prevents a business owner from being
able to open. Landscaping requirements should be increased for commercial businesses,
particularly along roadways. Fences and screening requirements are welcome for
industrial and commercial uses.
Building height should be limited to the equivalency of three to four floors.
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Public Survey Summary
Key Takeaways:
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The top three zoning and land use priorities were: Preserving agricultural and rural
character (63.5%), Encouraging new commercial businesses (39.4%), and Conserving
sensitive environmental areas (38.8%).
Respondents were most satisfied with the quality of development in residential,
agricultural, and NSF Dahlgren areas and least satisfied with commercial areas.
Single family dwellings were identified as the most encouraged residential type; accessory
dwellings (with and without restrictions) also had a high level support.
Agriculture (90.72%), outdoor recreation (76.92%), community services (68.3%),
distilleries/wineries (61.9%) were identified as the most encouraged non-residential types.
The Rt 3/301 corridor was identified as the most preferred area for new development
(56.42%), followed by Dahlgren (39.91%) and Rt 3 West (31.65%).
With the exception of limiting fence height, there was strong support for design standards
to improve community character.
67.2% would support establishment of a military overlay district around the Dahlgren area.
47.2% support modifying family subdivision requirements to prevent circumvention;
27.5% do not support changes.
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King George County Zoning & Subdivision Ordinance Update
Public Workshop #1 – Group #1 Exercise Submissions*
1. Priorities: Identify the primary priorities and/or issues of concern regarding zoning and land use
for the community (list 3-5 items in order of importance).
•

Poised for growth

•

Economic development should not be at the expense of detrimental land use

•

Avoid unsustainable land uses that have significant environmental impacts

•

The BOS missed an opportunity when the mixed-use development on 3/301 was denied

•

Retain flexibility in development with limited control

•

King George is a bedroom community for DC and Northern Virginia; lots of residential
development, with less commercial and retail development

•

Growth should be directed to specific areas with environmental constraint

•

King George County should become attractive to newcomers.

•

The rural nature is important, but the community lacks walkable amenities (sidewalks,
compact development, etc.)

*Editor's Note: The Public Workshop #1 participants chose to discuss, rather than complete the written exercise. The provided
"Group 1" results were taken by Berkley Group staff.
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2. General: Consider the following areas of your community. Are you satisfied with the quality of
development in these areas? Use the blank spaces in the table below to explain why or why not.
Area

Satisfied
(Y/N)

Ideas/Priorities/Concerns
•

Agricultural / Open space

•
•
•

Residential neighborhoods
•
Commercial areas

Industrial areas

–
•
•
•

NSF Dahlgren area
Major streets /
thoroughfares:
(Route 301)

Major streets /
thoroughfares:
(Route 3)

Preserve as much as possible; when bridge is built, it will eat
up land
Becoming less rural every day
Clustering may help preserve the rural character
Be mindful of sprawl and inappropriate residential
developments
Hopyard is a nice development

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

No burial of hazardous waste
King George County wants industrial development, but not
so much that it is a dumping ground for the area.
No more residential development; bring in more
commercial
Do what it takes to keep the base
Provide bike lanes and walking paths
Has random commercial development – some good, some
bad
Areas should accommodate box stores (Lowe’s)
This are should focus on “town feel”
Has random commercial development – some good, some
bad
Areas should accommodate box stores (Lowe’s)
The existing tire shops, auto body shops, and junkyards are
inevitable and necessary, but are unattractive
Small local businesses should be encouraged
Sidewalks should be included

King George / County Center

–

Other:

Mixed-Use developments are needed; MC district has most
regulation, but developers do not seem to want to concede.
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3. Land Use: Review the list of potential land uses (below) that have been identified as topics of focus
for ordinance revisions. Please share your thoughts and considerations for these land uses in the
space provided.
Land Use Focus

Home Businesses
(with or without customers / employees)

Short-Term Rentals (e.g. Airbnb, VRBO)

Comments and Considerations
•
•
•
•
•

Yes, if not disruptive to neighbors
No bright signage
Limited number of vehicles on site
Retail residential character
Potentially needs to be a case-by-case basis (special
exception)

•

Current hotel availability is limited; STR can balance the
need
Doesn’t need to be a primary residence or have owner on
site
Should be up to the owner to rent their home; not
regulated
Tighter regulation on box stores/chains
Regulations should encourage small, local businesses

•
•

Commercial Uses (e.g., stores, restaurants,
services)

•
•

Gun / shooting ranges

–

Pawn shops

–

Mobile restaurant / food truck

–

Breweries, distilleries, and tasting rooms

–
•

Automotive-related uses
(e.g., car sales, autobody shop)

•

Existing uses have random parking and more cars on lot
than should be allowed
Reasonable to allow with more regulation; SE for
residential

Event Venues
Agritourism (pick-your-own, pumpkin
patches, farm tours and classes, farm stays,
etc.)
Industrial Uses (e.g., manufacturing,
processing)

–
–
•

Solar facilities (small-, medium-, and utilityscale)
Other:

•

Small, medium (including ground mounted) should be byright with setbacks, buffers etc if on ground
Utility scale offers concerns of taking away land, aesthetic
control, and remediation of land after use

–
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4. Community Character & Design: Review the list of design elements that affect the character /
visual appeal / impact of land use on the community. Consider how each design element would
apply in King George and provide any comments you have related to the topic.

Character/Design Element
Building height

Comments and Considerations
–

•
Signs (number, size, and type)
•
Landscaping along roadways

•

No offsite signage; aware of legally nonconforming
billboards BUT offsite signage needed for hidden
businesses
Large, electric signs should be regulated – not a fan
Commercial areas should be attractive, but not so
regulated that it hinders development

Screening and landscaping between land
–
uses (e.g., commercial next to residential).
Screening for dumpsters, loading areas,
electrical, and mechanical equipment

–

•
•
Parking lot landscaping to provide shade
and reduce stormwater runoff

•
•

Bicycle parking

–

Fence style and height

–

Lighting height and style to prevent light
trespass and preserve dark skies

–

Other:

•

Shared parking should be allowed and encouraged
Desire for islands, trees, and water runoff control and
drainage
More control / enforcement; current landscaping is not
maintained in all areas
Commercial areas should be attractive, but not so
regulated that it hinders development

Sidewalks could be beneficial
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1. Priorities: Identify the primary priorities and/or issues of concern regarding zoning and land use
for the community (list 3-5 items in order of importance).
•

Political signage – no regulation

•

Marijuana stores – restrict

•

Stick with the comprehensive plan

•

Keeping rural

•

Solar zoning ordinance

•

Buffers / soils

•

Sand and gravel mining oversight

•

Tree canopy issues – adopt tree conservation, increase preservation

•

Flooding / flood resilience
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2. General: Consider the following areas of your community. Are you satisfied with the quality of
development in these areas? Use the blank spaces in the table below to explain why or why not.

Area
Agricultural / Open space

Satisfied
(Y/N)
Y

Residential neighborhoods

Ideas/Priorities/Concerns
•

Ensure continued protection

•
•

Residential lot sizes
Perhaps larger tree requirements

Commercial areas

Y

•

Access roads (more)

Industrial areas

N

•

Encourage more industrial parks

NSF Dahlgren area

N

•

Encourage compatible growth with Dahlgren

Major streets /
thoroughfares:
(Route 301)

N

•

Abide by the Comprehensive Plan settlement

Major streets /
thoroughfares:
(Route 3)

N

•

Abide by the Comprehensive Plan settlement

King George / County
Center

N

•

Government center should be near new courthouse

Other:

–
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3. Land Use: Review the list of potential land uses (below) that have been identified as topics of focus
for ordinance revisions. Please share your thoughts and considerations for these land uses in the
space provided.

Land Use Focus

Comments and Considerations

Home Businesses
(with or without customers / employees)

•

Yes, with restrictions

Short-Term Rentals (e.g. Airbnb, VRBO)

•

Yes

Commercial Uses (e.g., stores,
restaurants, services)

•

Yes, with restrictions

Gun / shooting ranges

•
•

Regulated indoor – fine
Outdoor noise concern

Pawn shops

•

None – do not want

Mobile restaurant / food truck

•

Allow with regulation (rotating okay)

Breweries, distilleries, and tasting rooms

•

Yes, with restrictions

Automotive-related uses
(e.g., car sales, autobody shop)

•

Yes, with restrictions

Event Venues

•

Yes, with restrictions (proper parking, hours)

•

Yes, with restrictions (keep agriculture, adequate
parking)

•

Yes, in current industrial areas

•

Yes, with restrictions (discourage tree removal)

•

No adult use stores / businesses

Agritourism (pick-your-own, pumpkin
patches, farm tours and classes, farm
stays, etc.)
Industrial Uses (e.g., manufacturing,
processing)
Solar facilities (small-, medium-, and
utility-scale)
Other:

Additional Comments:
• Would be nice to have another river access point for the Rappahannock
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4. Community Character & Design: Review the list of design elements that affect the character /
visual appeal / impact of land use on the community. Consider how each design element would
apply in King George and provide any comments you have related to the topic.

Character/Design Element

Comments and Considerations

Building height

•

Limit height (3-4 floors)

Signs (number, size, and type)

•

No regulation

Landscaping along roadways

•

More trees

Screening and landscaping between land
uses (e.g., commercial next to residential).

•

Make it a requirement to agreed specifications

Screening for dumpsters, loading areas,
electrical, and mechanical equipment

•

Maintain screening

Parking lot landscaping to provide shade
and reduce stormwater runoff

•
•

Yes, more planting islands
Reduced parking requirements

Bicycle parking

•

Encourage more

Fence style and height

•

Require in industrial / commercial, depending on use

Lighting height and style to prevent light
trespass and preserve dark skies

•

Commercial keep as it is

Other:

–
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1. Priorities: Identify the primary priorities and/or issues of concern regarding zoning and land use
for the community (list 3-5 items in order of importance).
•

Landlocked (what are rules)

•

Concern that A-2 lots can be subdivided to 2 acres – too small

•

Space for bikes, walking

•

Maintain large farms and forested areas

•

Create a “quainter” downtown (KG County Center)

•

Sidewalks in subdivisions and on public streets in commercial areas

•

Allow 2nd dwelling on A-2 – with shared private road

•

Bike lanes in subdivisions

•

A-1 cannot have recreational uses – this impacts walking and biking trails

•

Could use commuter / commercial parking lot.
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2. General: Consider the following areas of your community. Are you satisfied with the quality of
development in these areas? Use the blank spaces in the table below to explain why or why not.

Area

Satisfied
(Y/N)

Ideas/Priorities/Concerns

Y

•
•

Keep farms
Open space for recreation

Residential neighborhoods

Y and N

•
•
•
•

Outdoor recreation (trails, bikes, passive)
Roads narrow
Roads are used as cut throughs
Speeding

Commercial areas

N

•
•

Not too much on 301 to keep traffic flow
Traffic flow is too much

Industrial areas

•
•

Not too much on 301 to keep traffic flow
Need more light industrial

NSF Dahlgren area

•
•

Not too much on 301 to keep traffic flow
Better quality businesses; no more “big box”

Major streets / thoroughfares:
N
(Route 301)

•
•

Not too much on 301 to keep traffic flow
Too much traffic

Major streets / thoroughfares:
N
(Route 3)

•

Not too much on 301 to keep traffic flow

King George / County Center

•
•
•

Need parking
Only one crosswalk
Bottleneck traffic

Agricultural / Open space

Other:

N

–
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3. Land Use: Review the list of potential land uses (below) that have been identified as topics of focus
for ordinance revisions. Please share your thoughts and considerations for these land uses in the
space provided.
Land Use Focus

Comments and Considerations
•
•
•

Yes, with restrictions – not visible to outside / neighbor
Limit signs
Without customers and employees does not affect neighbors

•

Yes, with restrictions – limit to week or number of nights, noise
levels and hours, traffic, parking limit and availability

Commercial Uses (e.g., stores, restaurants,
services)

•

Stricter limits on Vape and Smoke shops

Gun / shooting ranges

•
•
•

Yes, with safety rules
Indoor range with noise abatement
Outdoor ranges are a noise nuisance

Pawn shops

•
•
•

Yes, limit on hours
Limit on Vape Shops
Allow in commercial

Mobile restaurant / food truck

•
•
•
•

Yes, in commercial areas or events
Temporary
We need food trucks
Require confirmation of health dept approval

Breweries, distilleries, and tasting rooms

•

Yes, with adequate parking and limited hours (10pm)

Automotive-related uses
(e.g., car sales, autobody shop)

•
•

Yes, in commercial – with sufficient traffic control and parking
New businesses need adequate off-street parking for vehicles

Event Venues

•

Yes, with sufficient parking, access, and limited hours

Agritourism (pick-your-own, pumpkin patches,
farm tours and classes, farm stays, etc.)

•
•

Yes, with sufficient parking and limited hours
Maintain agricultural nature

Home Businesses
(with or without customers / employees)

Short-Term Rentals (e.g. Airbnb, VRBO)

Industrial Uses (e.g., manufacturing,
processing)

–

Solar facilities (small-, medium-, and utilityscale)

•
•

Yes, only SMALL
Do not allow deforestation

Other:

•

More recycling stations, facilities, and requirements
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4. Community Character & Design: Review the list of design elements that affect the character /
visual appeal / impact of land use on the community. Consider how each design element would
apply in King George and provide any comments you have related to the topic.

Character/Design Element

Comments and Considerations

Building height

•

Limit height (3-4 floors) / fire truck ladder

Signs (number, size, and type)

•
•

No neon signs after 7 pm
Reduce lumens on LED signs

Landscaping along roadways

•

Yes, if allow walk space or space to pull off in vehicle

Screening and landscaping between land
uses (e.g., commercial next to residential).

•

Yes

Screening for dumpsters, loading areas,
electrical, and mechanical equipment

Yes

Parking lot landscaping to provide shade
and reduce stormwater runoff

•

Yes

Bicycle parking

•

Yes

Fence style and height

•
•

Should match local architecture
Maintenance

Lighting height and style to prevent light
trespass and preserve dark skies

•
•

Downlit
Control light pollution

Other:

–
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King George County Zoning & Subdivision Ordinance Update
Public Survey Report

Q1 General: Which of the following best describes your association with King George
County (Select all that apply):
Answered: 568

Skipped: 4

I live within
County limits

8 4.15%
84.15%

I work within
County limits

36.80%
3
6.80%

I own a business
within County limits

9.51%
9
.51%

I am a property owner
within County limits

66.90%
66.90%

11.41%
.41%

I am a developer/builder

Other. Please Specify:

2.82%
2.82%
0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

60%

70%

80%

90%

100%

#

OTHER. PLEASE SPECIFY:

DATE

1

I grew up here and live nearby

10/20/2021 1:53 PM

2

I am interested in serving on the Planning Commission

10/19/2021 12:08 PM

3

Trying to find a home in King George

10/13/2021 7:44 AM

4

I use county facilities

10/10/2021 11:42 PM

5

Disabled veteran

10/10/2021 11:25 AM

6

Other

10/6/2021 5:14 PM

7

Life long resident of King George

10/5/2021 10:27 PM

8

I work for Richmond American Homes

10/5/2021 3:38 PM

9

Family with potential inherited property

10/5/2021 3:27 PM

10

Contractor

10/5/2021 3:23 PM

11

I am a retired homeowner within County Limits.

10/5/2021 9:51 AM

12

Farmer

10/4/2021 7:11 PM

13

Realtor

10/4/2021 9:53 AM

14

I am self-employed within County limits.

10/3/2021 4:33 PM

15

I teach in KG County Schools

10/3/2021 12:14 PM

16

Senior 70+

10/3/2021 11:10 AM
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Q2 General: Which of the following best describes your experience with the King George
County Zoning and Subdivision Ordinances?
Answered: 540

Easy to understand
and navigate

Skipped: 32

2.59%
2.59%

Average – After reviewing carefully,
I was able to find what I need

31.67%
31.67%

Diﬃcult to understand and
needed King George County
planning staff assistance

113.33%
3.33%

Never used the
ordinance(s)

52.41%
52.41%

0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

60%

70%

80%

90%

100%
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Q3 General: Select your top zoning and land use priorities for King George County (Choose up
to three):
Answered: 515

Improving community
appearance

Skipped: 57

22.72%
22.72%

Encouraging

8.74%
8
.74%

industrial growth
Encouraging new commercial
businesses (retail, restaurants, etc.)

39.42%
39.42%

Encouraging new
housing development

7.57%
7
.57%

Preserving agricultural
& rural character

63.50%
63.50%

Preserving
historic areas

34.17%
3
4.17%

Conserving sensitive
environmental areas

38.83%
38.83%

Protecting existing residential
areas from other uses

22.33%
2
2.33%

Inﬁll development that matches
community character and design

8.35%
8
.35%

Supporting NSF Dahlgren
activities and growth

17.48%
17.48%

Other. Please
Specify:

5.83%
5
.83%
0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

60%

70%

80%

90%

100%

#

OTHER. PLEASE SPECIFY:

DATE

1

Limit further large developer residential developing (eg: large, dense, cookie cutter housing
developments)

10/28/2021 3:42 PM

2

Clear guidelines for solar project siting and sand/gravel mining, adopt ordinances to conserve
and expand tree canopy, plan for flood resilience

10/28/2021 1:03 PM

3

Making public space available to utilize the Potomac River and other unique resources
available in King George

10/26/2021 12:55 PM

4

Encourage current personnel to remain in KG by applying rules fairly - not favoring the rich
landholders.

10/26/2021 12:05 PM

5

School growth

10/26/2021 11:53 AM

6

Repurposing Empty Buildings instead of building new ones

10/26/2021 11:52 AM

7

Don't tell me what I can do with my own property. You don't pay the mortgage.

10/26/2021 11:51 AM
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8

we need local business beside tire shop, pizza and auto parts. we need places to go and eat at
good restaurant, get coffee, etc

10/24/2021 7:52 AM

9

A better mix of housing types. A balance of single family detached and townhouses and
apartments.

10/22/2021 4:29 PM

10

Preserving agricultural & rural character, including historic and sensitive environmental areas

10/21/2021 7:52 AM

11

want to be able to stay living in the county

10/20/2021 2:40 PM

12

Encouraging TRULY affordable housing for ALL. It is sad that new federal employees can not
find affordable housing!

10/20/2021 12:47 PM

13

Want to be able to sell land with 2 homesites on 50 acres. It is now zoned that I can only have
one home site on all that land due to road access ordinance.

10/20/2021 8:15 AM

14

Allowing for outdoor recreation

10/20/2021 7:39 AM

15

Allow and encourage market-driven land use.

10/19/2021 1:10 PM

16

Recreational oportunities

10/19/2021 1:06 PM

17

Liberty. Leave me alone as long as I am not directly hurting anyone.

10/19/2021 12:15 PM

18

I'd like to see tastefully designed community gathering areas - our county needs more
character

10/19/2021 11:57 AM

19

protect agriculture use and rights

10/19/2021 11:46 AM

20

Allow for some growth but consider roads/schools/traffic, etc.

10/19/2021 11:38 AM

21

keeping industrial and commerical growth in one area

10/15/2021 8:46 AM

22

Extend/expand public utilities to allow for commercial growth.

10/12/2021 1:12 PM

23

Improve public access to the rivers and and create an actual town center with charm and
character to suit the County's long history

10/11/2021 5:01 PM

24

Over 55 community

10/6/2021 9:28 AM

25

Keeping rural as is , is best for our small , yet growing community. It's what makes K.G. great

10/6/2021 6:21 AM

26

Limiting population and commercial growth, in keeping with rural character.

10/5/2021 7:02 PM

27

How about commercial occupancy in existing commercial properties before more rezoning from
Agricultural and residential to commercial. Bayberry remembers

10/3/2021 8:20 PM

28

Providing more affordable housing for individuals and families

10/3/2021 7:35 PM

29

Support small businesses locally owned over big box retail

10/3/2021 4:28 PM

30

Remove some of the subdivision rules for older land contracts

10/1/2021 5:10 PM
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Q4 General: Regarding economic development, do you think King George County’s
development regulations are: (Choose one)
Answered: 503

Not business
friendly

Skipped: 69

33.00%
33.00%

An appropriate balance
for business development

115.11%
5.11%

Too business
friendly

110.74%
0.74%

Not sure / no
opinion

41.15%
41.15%
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80%

90%

100%
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Q5 General: Are you generally satisfied with the quality of development in the following
areas throughout the County? Please explain any specific concerns in the comment section.
(Check one for each)
Answered: 473

Skipped: 99

54.55%
54.55%
Residential
neighborhoods

34.46%
34.46%
10.99%
10.99%

64.69%
64.69%
Agricultural
areas

117.97%
7.97%
17.34%
17.34%

27.48%
2
7.48%
Commercial
areas

57.29%
57.29%
115.22%
5.22%

36.36%
36.36%
Industrial
areas

25.16%
2
5.16%
38.48%
38.48%

57.51%
57.51%
NSF Dahlgren
area

20.51%
2
0.51%
21.99%
2
1.99%

42.28%
4
2.28%
Route 301
corridor

41.01%
41.01%
16.70%
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48.63%
48.63%
Route 3
corridor

37.63%
37.63%
113.74%
3.74%

45.67%
4
5.67%
King George /
County center

35.94%
3
5.94%
18.39%
18.39%

0%

10%

Satisfied

20%

30%

Dissatisfied

40%

50%

60%

70%

80%

90%

100%

No Opinion

#

COMMENTS:

DATE

1

There has been too much commercial development.

11/2/2021 3:03 PM

2

Smaller stores, such as Ace/True Value (as one example) help to retain the rural
characteristics of the area.

11/2/2021 3:00 PM

3

New residential neighborhoods are being constructed with out fire protection. ex. Hydrants.
More beautification for the center of county

10/31/2021 7:19 PM

4

Too much farm land is being sold off to builders who build houses on very small acreage.
There needs to be more controlled residential growth in the county. That is what affects our
county's infrastructure more than anything.

10/30/2021 7:12 PM

5

Would like more agricultural use/areas; would like to stop further commercial development on
both sides of rt 301 in area of NSF Dahlgren (area starting to look run down like nova/ southern
MD); would like greater small business

10/28/2021 3:46 PM

6

Want to see rural character and agricultural lands conserved to maximum extent practicable.

10/28/2021 1:07 PM

7

I want to keep King George rural. I don’t want it to turn into another Garrisonville Rd (Stafford
county). We have to grow and change, let’s plan it out right.

10/28/2021 7:57 AM

8

Preserve rural area and limit growth, but infrastructure lacking in several of the development
areas

10/28/2021 6:55 AM

9

Businesses down the 301 corridor are disjointed and the larger businesses allowed by Walmart
have not survived. Peebles, hibbets. The rt 3 corridor looks jumbled through the main section
of town. We have homes that haven’t been lived in for years and ones that aren’t kept up with
indoor furniture out front.

10/28/2021 3:20 AM

10

Need more development including new business ideas.

10/27/2021 7:56 AM

11

Too much residential growth in the way of subdivisions

10/26/2021 8:15 PM

12

Wish to keep rural area free from development and industry.

10/26/2021 8:08 PM

13

No internet, no affordable water, inadequate courthouse.

10/26/2021 7:36 PM

14

We need more housing options like apartments, condos and smaller homes. We also need

10/26/2021 6:18 PM
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more variety of restaurants

15

New 301 business buildings were built and now they sit empty. This county needs to get away
from the over building. Existing buildings sitting empty do not help the county. Building more
unused business spaces does not make sense.

10/26/2021 5:32 PM

16

Too many subdivisions being built. Where is money coming from to support schools, sheriffs,
fire,,

10/26/2021 4:21 PM

17

Access/egress can become a problem if you're not careful. Things that are ok with low traffic
but not with heavy traffic. The CVS corner for example.

10/26/2021 4:21 PM

18

Need to retain strict zoning to maintain agricultural zones. Some commercial development and
near NSF is of a lower quality.

10/26/2021 4:11 PM

19

Need less cheap chain dollar & tire shops; more locally-owned shops, restaurants, &
pharmacy. Special incentives for locally-owned, small biz restaurants and farms in KG that
partner with each other for supplies.Incentives for local farms that produce food & goods that
can be directly sourced by KG grocery stores, public schools, etc.

10/26/2021 2:34 PM

20

KIng George County is emphasizing growth at the expense of keeping a rural and
environmentally friendly county. Too often developers are given the green light when it
degrades neighborhoods and the environment. The latest tax assessments for 2022 on are
designed to push landowners to sell to developers.

10/26/2021 2:09 PM

21

Do we have enough water for all the new houses being built? Are you sure?

10/26/2021 1:07 PM

22

whether zoned Res. or Agr. KG should be responsible for the roads - for safety and health
quick access. KG should pave the roads in developments.

10/26/2021 12:42 PM

23

I wish we had more agricultural areas but those seem to be shrinking due to more residential
development.

10/26/2021 12:02 PM

24

No Publix, Harris teeters or chick-fil-a

10/26/2021 12:01 PM

25

Dahlgren area Owen's drive being used as a cut thru to B gate causing traffic back ups at both
ends, road not made for that. It is a country road not highway. Same applies to 301 corridor,
hope New bridge fixes all back up issues

10/26/2021 12:00 PM

26

Not friendly for small businesses; too many new subdivisions; too many empty buildings

10/26/2021 11:55 AM

27

Beautiful county

10/26/2021 11:52 AM

28

Too many neighborhoods, too fast. County is growing way too fast. We are losing our rural
appeal.

10/24/2021 4:08 PM

29

there is no where to eat a nice meal or really go. I would like to stay close to home after long
day but find myself driving out of the county. As you know water issues area problem within
KG with residential. There is no where to really shop if I need something I must go out of the
county for basic needs

10/24/2021 7:54 AM

30

There seems to be too much land for sale, which usually means Hopyard type neighborhoods
or commercial endeavors. I feel that there is not nearly enough land being zoned agricultural.
We are on a trend to become like a Stafford or Fredericksburg (outside the original city area I
mean). Our King George Center needs to be more cohesive and more easily accessible for
walkers/bicyclists. That is where the businesses should be concentrated, not spread all over
the county. We should be giving more incentives for agricultural pursuits.

10/22/2021 7:11 AM

31

Too many new housing developments, not enough industry..

10/21/2021 6:43 PM

32

Urban Planning is hindered by the tedious, drawnout convolutions that are created for
developers. Commercial development is directed to the Dahlgren area and yet your future
plans are on Rt3. The approval process is so unbelievable that even the most determined
developers are crucified. When lawyers have to get involved someone within the County
process should realize they are screwing up.

10/21/2021 5:42 PM

33

New housing not a benefit to county

10/21/2021 5:21 PM

34

There is more opportunity for industrial development and commercial development. I also feel
that in our KG county center (downtown area) the mowing of lawns/upkeep of abandoned

10/21/2021 5:07 PM
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houses must is an issue - why have the medians look sweet with trees and mowing if the
sidewalks and yards look awful?

35

In general I think there should be less development, except perhaps in the Dahlgren/northern
301 area. The quality of development isn't bad, I just don't like the fact that King George is
being developed.

10/21/2021 4:24 PM

36

Appropriate for our rural community

10/21/2021 4:19 PM

37

Too much residential development going on, especially on Eden Rd. Rte 301 is becoming I-95
Jr - way too much traffic, and it will only get worse when that bridge is completed.

10/21/2021 3:24 PM

38

The appearance of the entrance to NSF Dahlgren is too rundown. Many vacant/neglected
buildings.Downtown KG needs more shops/cafes to attract shoppers to our quaint community.

10/21/2021 11:45 AM

39

King George is developing at a proper rate with good balance. Concern with job opportunities in
the future and maintaining the character of the county. I believe all the objectives (priorities)
listed in the previous question can be achieved. Industrial development s commercial should
be a priority to assure proper income to develop and maintain the county.

10/21/2021 7:58 AM

40

Need a stop light at 301 and Salem Church Rd

10/21/2021 6:05 AM

41

Dahlgren Road leading into the base looks unkempt and dirty

10/20/2021 5:36 PM

42

There is nothing to do for fun. There are no public entertainment. More restaurant options
would be nice as well.

10/20/2021 12:48 PM

43

Would be nice to have restaurants in town.

10/20/2021 12:44 PM

44

We have no good sit down restaurants - all fast food. Westmoreland has better restaurants
than we do.

10/20/2021 12:39 PM

45

I don’t appreciate all the commercial and residential development occurring in King George. I’d
like to see more preservation of what we already have here, and more preservation of the
rural/small town aspect of the county

10/20/2021 10:02 AM

46

Residences and commercial areas are segregated so most people have to drive everywhere
(so you might as well drive to Fredericksburg where there's variety) or walk on the shoulders of
busy roads (which isn't safe). It's isolating and it eats up both agricultural and wild areas.

10/20/2021 9:51 AM

47

King George County has serious infrastructure needs that require attention before considering
new housing/commercial 'wants'. KG also has numerous properties that have gone neglected
and unutilized for years that could be considered for other uses. I'd like to see King George
retain it's rural composition ..... we can't make new land nor take back what's being developed.

10/20/2021 8:56 AM

48

Stop developing farmland. And, do not allow developments like Hopyard which pile houses,
which all look a like, on one another. If there are to be developments in wooded areas require
developers to take down the least amount of trees possible.

10/20/2021 8:12 AM

49

Residential neighborhoods should be required to have sidewalks and common areas/parks. Too
much speeding on 301. NSF area too much litter all around.

10/20/2021 8:05 AM

50

Too many new neighborhoods, and too much traffic! We don’t have the infrastructure to
accommodate all the influx of people into the county.

10/20/2021 7:49 AM

51

Lunch options near NSF Dahlgren much improved over the years. For household shopping, we
end up at Central Park and Spotsylvania Town Center.

10/20/2021 4:30 AM

52

Rt 3 corridor issues with school zone in seslston should not include rt. Making commercial
vehicles use Dahlgren rd instead LD traveling through a less busy route (by the library and gov
center) causes major back up and delays for those who have no other roads to travel for work/
personal reasons.

10/19/2021 11:38 PM

53

The odor from the dump has decreased.

10/19/2021 11:28 PM

54

Maintain rural nature but improve the county center appearance.

10/19/2021 10:36 PM

55

Would like to see small retail stores but not chains, and need to improve traffic flow on bridge
and NSF Dahlgren

10/19/2021 10:23 PM

56

Presentation needs work, medians need maintenance, businesses need landscape regs,

10/19/2021 9:25 PM
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business development should make sense and be pretty (maybe less tire shops and more
businesses that are needed, food clothing laundry etc) more community resources like a
skating rink, bowling alley or community pool

57

I believe we are developing neighborhoods too quickly to be supported by our county's
infrastructure.

10/19/2021 6:20 PM

58

Why on EARTH was that ridiculously bright nuisance of a spectacle Exit realty sign by the
courthouse permitted??? It is obnoxious, dangerous to traffic (blinding at night) and general
eyesore. I can only think the purpose was to force the remaining residents out of their homes.

10/19/2021 6:08 PM

59

To many residential housing developments as compared to industrial and commercial jobs
available. The county is being turned into a bedroom community for families that work outside
of the county. Route 301 is looking like Waldorf and La Plata in that all these retail businesses
are stacked up right alone the highway which requires more and more traffic control which is
leading to more traffic slow downs in the area. Current and most recent development in the
county appears to be solely residential, more effort needs to be put into getting more light
industrial business into the county and less retail.

10/19/2021 5:07 PM

60

Road systems unable to support heavy traffic, especially during peak traffic times. Concerned
about developments overloading resources and road systems.

10/19/2021 2:50 PM

61

Due to the expansion of the harry nice bridge and future businesses, rt. 301 is going to
become gridlocked especially in the summer. Also, we are "fairfaxing" this county with too
much row housing. Development has ruined this county!!

10/19/2021 2:35 PM

62

I think a plan to preserve the agricultural and natural environment while creating well planned
corridors of Industry and business are possible. Keep the Route three agricultural and focus on
a hometown feel in downtown. Develop the areas near Dahlgren. Keep 301 area from CVS to
the Rappahannock undeveloped and rural.

10/19/2021 2:12 PM

63

Traffic light needed at Dahlgren rd/Owens. A little more variety in retail options

10/19/2021 2:09 PM

64

We do not need or want another tire, cigarette or dollar store in this county. The so-called thrift
store in downtown KG is a fire risk and looks like a "hoarders" house. Leave Rt3 east of rt 301
alone. People move to KG to live in the "country", not another subdivision. The vacant
businesses are overgrown and horrific..

10/19/2021 2:07 PM

65

Route 3 & 301 corridors have too many "junky" businesses in public view; the same with the
center of King George having the Opp Shop being exposed

10/19/2021 1:39 PM

66

Too many residential areas popping up. We need more business along 301 (not homes), and
the town center needs to be renovated. It looks like it's dying

10/19/2021 1:13 PM

67

I am totally satisfied to live and own property in King George.

10/19/2021 1:12 PM

68

Dahlgren has become too congested. Dahlgren residents are frustrated and moving away due
to this. some residents are trapped in their homes on weekends not able to get back due to
301 bridge traffic backups. Navy is unable to use flight line ever again due to walmart shopping
center being built in its flight path. Rt 3 through kg downtown is resembling rt 3 in Fburg and 17
in Stafford, ridiculous amount of traffic. Commercial areas are not thought out and businesses
are being brought in that will never survive in dahlgren, ie clothing and shoe stores, fitness
centers, too many fast food restaurants and banks. we dont have enough population to support
them. Businesses being brought in the industrial center are not staying. need businesses that
will thrive in the county, not random business that has no connection to KG. Rt 301 corridor business needs to be pulled away form Dahlgren and moved further south. WE need to
preserve our ag. land. there are farms on rt 3 now up for sale. they need to stay farmland. we
are a rural community. we dont want to be a city, that is why we are living here. it's ok to drive
to fburg for city stuff.

10/19/2021 12:31 PM

69

Too much development on Rt 301 by the base. The county is pandering home developers
versus residents wishes. With all the "new" business development around the base we now
have vacant retail stores that makes the county that look like crap. Since the rent isn't inline
with the area financial resources. Need to spread the businesses out.

10/19/2021 12:18 PM

70

The county has a well proven history of wasting public funds and bumbling development.

10/19/2021 12:17 PM

71

Most concerned about preserving our water sources and natural environment and preventing
future damage.

10/19/2021 12:16 PM
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72

Don't need more...can drive to Fredericksburg for my needs.

10/19/2021 11:47 AM

73

Allow something other than a nail salon or pizza/mexican restaurant (and housing
developments). Bring a DECENT medical facility, restaurant, etc to the county,

10/19/2021 11:41 AM

74

Too many subdivisions without the infrastructure

10/19/2021 11:37 AM

75

I believe that 10-20 years from now the real money will be in the land that can be farmed and
preserves habitat. Subdivisions and industry are nonsustainable. KG will be richer if we
preserve our undeveloped and/or farmed land.

10/19/2021 11:34 AM

76

Looks like urban sprawl rather than a plan

10/19/2021 11:23 AM

77

It would be nice if we got atlantic broadband to offer services to residents that live off of 218
without telling resident to pay in excess of 60k for the privledge of purchasing their services.
The practice of allowing a cable company a monoply in a area should be ended especially
when that cable company is refusing to provide service to residents at reasonable cost.

10/18/2021 1:54 PM

78

The majority of restaurants/shopping is in the Dahlgren area. We live on Rt. 3 near the post
office. We do most of our shopping in Fredericksburg because there is more options there. It
would be nice to have a few more choice on our side of King George.

10/16/2021 5:27 PM

79

too much cookie cutter residential in county being developed leads to overcrowding, need more
rural, any other development needs to be contained and built up not out

10/15/2021 8:51 AM

80

Commercial areas and Rt 3/301 corridors require access to public utilities (water, sewer).

10/12/2021 1:14 PM

81

Residential zoning is still encouraging sprawling developments and not creating community
village-type environments; lack of vision for the future overall development has been a
disappointment since we moved here 30 years ago. You know development is coming, yet
petty squabbles and power struggles wasted money and time. You have had Community Plans
for years, yet you rarely stick to them.

10/11/2021 5:11 PM

82

Not enough attention is being given to supporting active transportation.

10/10/2021 11:46 PM

83

Do not want to see King George turn into Fredericksburg. Everyone that lives here is okay with
driving there to get what they need. Please keep the land we have and stop building sub
divisions. Agricultural land should be our top priority here. We do not need to invite the city to
turn the countryside into another city!

10/10/2021 11:29 AM

84

Could we get a few more discount cigarette places on 301? There is still some vacant land.
The auto parts yard near the high school is a blight. The junk appliances in front of Reed’s is
an eyesore. The proliferation of retired trailer storage buildings needs to be regulated. They
look really bad.

10/9/2021 10:09 PM

85

Would like to see higher acreage requirements for residential subdivisions

10/7/2021 3:18 PM

86

Too many high-density residential areas. Concerned about water quality with individual septic
systems and wells. Rt 3 through King George has high volumes of traffic. Suggest considering
rerouting outside of downtown or install turn lane(s).

10/7/2021 7:09 AM

87

Would like to see a downtown walkable area in the "downtown" KG area and a plan for
revitalization. I would also like to see more beautification requirements for commercial
businesses especially along rt. 3 and 301 several businesses in these areas do not cut the
grass or pick up trash.. I'd like to see higher quality subdivisions requiring parks, sidewalks,
street lighting even in the agricultural by right areas.

10/6/2021 9:31 PM

88

I don’t think the county needs anymore neighborhoods. Hopyard is already too big

10/6/2021 3:27 PM

89

Too much destruction of natural environment due to loose codes

10/6/2021 12:24 PM

90

Senior community

10/6/2021 9:30 AM

91

You need to bring in some businesses that are beneficial to ALL of King George and not just a
select few, and stop with all the damned housing developments. You have several
developments that barely have any homes in them. Promote them and stop letting Gary Butler
control everything in this county

10/6/2021 8:10 AM

92

The county needs to create jobs in the county where possible. Either commercial or industrial.
The town center is not determinable. It is important for community spirit and the small town

10/6/2021 5:57 AM
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feel that we really like to have a definite town center for residents.

93

The rural character of the county is not being maintained. The county is being polluted with
light and noise. There appears to be no concern for maintaining an attractive appearance.

10/6/2021 1:50 AM

94

Revitalized courthouse area

10/5/2021 10:42 PM

95

Need more commercial and industrial growth in Dahlgren and 301 corridor north of Rt 3.
Preserve agricultural areas along Rt 3 and 301 south of Rt. 3. No more residential or
commercial growth along these agricultural areas. Make the courthouse area more pedestrian
friendly with shops and downtown feel to make it appealing to residents and encourage
visitors.

10/5/2021 9:44 PM

96

The county could greatly benefit from a focused downtown area as found in other small historic
towns/counties. We need to attract more commercial businesses and services other than
discount dollar, cigarette, and auto parts stores. The county also needs residential growth
which would provide much needed revenue to the water system through look larger lump hook
up payments.

10/5/2021 8:15 PM

97

Too much housing and commercial development has already led to increased traffic, need for
more traffic lights, crowding in schools, etc. We have not done a good job preserving the
agricultural and rural character of the area. Keeping growth in check is important for our rural
future.

10/5/2021 7:04 PM

98

It seems like there’s no buy-in from the community to bring in new businesses. Everyone just
complains about changes.

10/5/2021 4:45 PM

99

Housing developments are popping up like crabgrass in the summer time. They are a drain on
resources not a revenue source. Board of supervisors do not understand this concept.

10/5/2021 4:30 PM

100

We need more residential neighborhoods but with lots that are at least an acre each. Not small
lots. We also need more commercial businesses.

10/5/2021 4:29 PM

101

New to the county, don't want a bunch of development, just moved away from overdeveloped
area. KG is beautiful the way it is, keep it that way.

10/5/2021 3:48 PM

102

Friendly, welcoming,

10/5/2021 3:41 PM

103

Neighborhoods need sidewalks and lower speed limits.

10/5/2021 3:36 PM

104

Too many housing developments, backroads can not support the increase in traffic and are in
terrible condition

10/5/2021 3:29 PM

105

If the county continues to develop exponentially it will inevitably be caught up unfavorably
when the market retracts.

10/5/2021 2:55 PM

106

We need to get rid of the used tires and trailers and junky signs at all the tire businesses. Let's
clean this place up and mow the grass on the sides of the roads. Make businesses look neat,
no spray paint signs ND graffiti murals.

10/5/2021 2:53 PM

107

Please keep King George as Rural as possible. Too much Commercial (housing development)
taking up the landscape because of outside Developers!

10/5/2021 2:43 PM

108

Questions too General

10/5/2021 1:28 PM

109

I feel the county just wants growth and whoever the can stick it. Everybody want the rural KG
but big city life. Can’t have both I say centralized growth west of 301 east of 206

10/5/2021 1:27 PM

110

Dissatisfied with urban blight, vacant office space and unleased shops

10/5/2021 9:56 AM

111

County Infrastructure (Power, Water) not consistent with growth

10/4/2021 10:07 PM

112

Infrastructure, especially broadband needs to be a priority

10/4/2021 9:35 PM

113

Would be nice if the downtown area could look more like a real town center, with unique
businesses and events and parking. Also, wish there was more affordable housing in our
county. It's either very expensive or shacks, not much in between. We don't need any more
used tire stores, cigarette/vape shops, or dollar stores. Let's get some better quality
businesses to set up shop here.

10/4/2021 6:34 PM

114

Don’t like cluster homes. Too dangerous. Fire spreads too quickly.

10/4/2021 12:24 PM
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We need to see higher quality restaurants to draw ppl from southern Maryland, create more
dwell time among visitors and motorists to increase revenue. less dollar stores, tobacco shops
and gas stations

10/4/2021 11:26 AM

116

I believe the agricultural, rural qualities of this county are being, at best, ignored, at worst
destroyed. I do not want to see the Rt. 3 and Rt. 301 corridor turn into La Plata, MD. People
come here for the quiet and rural ambiance and then want to build all over it. Also, we have a
disgraceful lack of affordable housing in King George.

10/4/2021 9:25 AM

117

While there are areas for improvement in many of the above categories, I’m generally satisfied.
I personally believe that before any further business development happens that any empty
buildings or industrial space needs to be filled and any spaces in the 3 and 301 corridors that
might have previously been used for business or industrial purposes but are now empty or in
disrepair, should be the first places to prioritize any new business development rather than
taking clear land. Also, please continue to minimize any excessive housing development. No
more Hopyards, please!

10/4/2021 8:49 AM

118

Would prefer less growth/industrialization of the county. I moved here from NOVA to get away
from that, I do not want the county to follow the trends up north.

10/4/2021 8:24 AM

119

The potential for 3, 301 and county centers to look like La Plata/Waldorf is very high based on
what is trying to happen. Service roads must be required with adequate tree and vegetation
buffers to make the traverses more attractive but still service commercial business. Our
principal industrial area in Sealston is well done. Very functional, jobs and not in conflict with
visibility of the rural character. More like this.

10/4/2021 7:36 AM

120

We want King George to stay as a nice rural community. If I wanted to live in a place like
Fredericksburg I'd move there. Keep us small!!

10/3/2021 10:15 PM

121

The county does not have the proper infrastructure to support and attract most commercial
businesses. Fiber, Water, Sew, and diversity are lacking in many commercially zoned parcels.
You want to increase the tax base, attract businesses by building infrastructure that supports
existing commercial properties. Stop rezoning when there is adequate available commercial
land available.

10/3/2021 8:27 PM

122

We are allowing too many large residential neighborhoods that are taxing the capabilities of our
schools. I would like to see more commercial development along 301. I think Rt 3 is fine,
however, our “town center” is not really a town.

10/3/2021 8:21 PM

123

Need more affordable housing

10/3/2021 7:36 PM

124

I would love to see 301 or 3 get some sort of collection of cool restaurants or breweries.

10/3/2021 7:36 PM

125

The neighborhood and housing explosion in this county is impacting everything in a negative
way. The stress on the school system, fire and rescue, and traffic from house after house after
house has got to stop. The Rt 3 corridor is a dangerous mess, especially in the single lane
courthouse area. How many accidents happen between Indiantown Rd and Hudson Rd every
year?

10/3/2021 5:22 PM

126

I am concerned over the loss of farmland to residential development. I'm also concerned about
additional development along waterways and on flood plains. The increase in severe storms
and extremely heavy rainfalls due to climate change means flooding will be more and more
likely in those areas as time goes by. We should be protecting wetlands and low-lying areas.
Another of my concerns is fracking, which could destroy the aquifer on which we depend for
clean, affordable drinking water. And I would like to see what we can do to encourage and
support small businesses and restaurants; we have enough large chain stores/restaurants.

10/3/2021 4:51 PM

127

We don't have modern services here for the current residences (high speed internet, WATER,
etc.). Why in the world do we continue to pack in residential homes and neighborhoods when
we can't yet take care of what we have? Let's get our act together, and then we can move
forward.

10/3/2021 3:20 PM

128

I feel the town of King George needs to be re-structured to handle the traffic flow better. Also,
more restaurants would be nice.

10/3/2021 1:26 PM

129

Stop building more housing!

10/3/2021 1:02 PM

130

The disparate approvals for commercial and residential development have left us with a water
authority that can't possibly reduce costs by consolidation.

10/3/2021 11:48 AM

115
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131

I am concerned with the number of developments going up recently and how there is not
enough land per home in the developments. Also, the grass in the medians on 301 are far too
often overgrown!!

10/3/2021 11:47 AM

132

King George turns away so many amazing opportunities for businesses! Your food truck rules
are crap. With the new bridge coming, growth is coming. You can either assist it in growing the
right way or you can continue to do nothing and get a lot of things you don't want.

10/3/2021 11:30 AM

133

I would like to see the infrastructure, especially water and sewage, funded in a way that
encourages neighborhood and business growth.

10/3/2021 11:22 AM

134

Lots of debris along roads however should be responsibility of each resident. Upgrade
commercial dev - family friendly, safe

10/3/2021 11:18 AM

135

Road conditions are horrible, industrial traffic on small residential roads is dangerous, 3 and
301 need widened and better controls. Especially the base, need another gate or 2 for traffic
control

10/3/2021 10:38 AM

136

We need housing for middle income families - townhouse, smaller homes on smaller
properties, really nice apartments. We need businesses so we don't have to go to
Fredericksburg for everything. County center needs stuff to do and places to park and walk.

10/3/2021 9:51 AM

137

I believe there needs to be more facilitation of developing areas for people to work. It's my
belief that doing so would enable development naturally in other areas. Emphasis should be
put on industry where people make careers, such as manufacturing, tech, and related
industries.

10/3/2021 9:50 AM

138

Developments like Hopyard Farms are ugly. They all look the same, have no variety, are lined
up one after another, and it is especially noticeable when driving east on Rte 3. Looks cheaply
built too,

10/1/2021 6:13 PM

139

I purchased land with the intent to subdivide with my children and the law changed and
prevented me from subdividing because of the previous owner subdivided prior to me getting
the deed. I think IRT rat 3 and hop yard we should encourage some businesses.

10/1/2021 5:15 PM

140

Quit developing high density housing development

10/1/2021 5:01 PM

141

The County needs to support the development along 3 and 301 by extending water and
wastewater infrastructure. Bring new development into the Service Authority as customers not
as well and septic users.

10/1/2021 4:14 PM

142

I would like to see a wider variety of commercial businesses.

10/1/2021 3:46 PM

143

Have mostly failed in the past with prior administrations and BoS

10/1/2021 3:41 PM
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Q6 District Standards: Which of the following options would you support to maintain the
character of rural areas within King George County? (Select all that apply)
Answered: 459

Maintain current requirements
for rural areas

Skipped: 113

23.09%
23.09%

Require larger lot
sizes in rural areas

47.71%
47.71%

Allow cluster residential development
on smaller lots with permanent
protection of open space

117.21%
7.21%

Oﬀer tax incentives to
promote agriculture

54.25%
54.25%

Establish conservation
easements

42.92%
4
2.92%

Voluntary farm preservation
overlay districts

25.71%
2
5.71%

Limit the number and/or size of
divisions on large agricultural lots

59.04%
59.04%

Not sure / no
opinion

8.93%
8
.93%
0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

60%

70%

80%

90%

100%
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Q7 Land Use: Would you encourage or discourage the following residential land uses in King
George County? Please explain any specific concerns in the comment section. (Check one for
each)
Answered: 452

Skipped: 120

62.2%
62.2%

Single family
dwellings

29.4%
2
9.4%
4.6%
4
.6%
3.8%
3.8%

114.6%
4.6%
38.1%
38.1%
Townhouses

44.5%
44.5%
2.9%
2
.9%

111.5%
1.5%
32.5%
3
2.5%

Apartments /
multi-family dwellings

53.3%
53.3%
2.7%
2.7%

20.1%
20.1%
Mixed use development
with different housing
types and uses

31.0%
3
1.0%
43.8%
4
3.8%
5.1%
5.1%

Mixed use buildings with
both apartments and
office/commercial

118.4%
8.4%
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29
9 .9 %
Mixed use buildings with
both apartments and
office/commercial (cont.)

46.7%
46.7%
5.1%
5.1%

39.2%
39.2%
Attached accessory dwelling units
(basement apartment, in-law suites)

40.3%
40.3%
112.2%
2.2%
8.4%
8 .4%

33.8%
3
3.8%
Detached accessory dwelling
units (located in separate
outbuilding/garage)

40.7%
40.7%
15.5%
15.5%
10.0%
10.0%

21.0%
2
1.0%
36.3%
3
6.3%

Manufactured
homes

30.8%
30.8%
11.9%
11.9%

0%

10%

Encourage

20%

30%

40%

Allow with Restriction

50%

60%

70%

Discourage

80%

90%

100%

No Opinion

#

COMMENTS:

DATE

1

the mixed use should have strict fire protection i.e.; sprinklers, hydrants

10/31/2021 10:23 AM

2

Wish to preserve rural/open/small town charm of the county; townhomes/apartments/ multifamily dwellings are not visually attractive and invite the issues experienced in nova/ southern
MD; want to keep KG a small community of friendly folks and avoid big town/city stand off
mentally

10/28/2021 3:54 PM

3

We need to become more understanding of how families are dealing with aging parents needing
to be closer and a small dwelling on the same property would work well. Also the need for kids
to move back in with parents and having a basement apartment would work. Not to mention

10/28/2021 3:28 AM
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transitional employees that just need an apartment for a year while working on base. Much
better than an extended stay hotel.

4

low density growth; handful of apartments/dwellings only; no massive developments (e.g no
more than 50 units)

10/26/2021 4:19 PM

5

This whole section of the survey promotes development rather than preserving the rural
character of the county.

10/26/2021 2:12 PM

6

We need to pay attention to the increased road and water use and the impact on the school
system.

10/26/2021 1:13 PM

7

none

10/26/2021 12:12 PM

8

We certainly don’t need more trailer parks and I’m not a huge fan of apartment buildings but if
they look nice and are in specific areas, they are OK. Mixed commercial and residential
doesn’t sound appealing for the ruralness of KG.

10/26/2021 12:05 PM

9

Townhomes, houses on very small plots, and apartment buildings do not lend to the rustic
aesthetic that we enjoy. I understand building attached or detached living quarters for relatives,
but not to skirt the limitations of the law as laid out. That said, sometimes those rules seem
arbitrary and/or they seem to have not been thought out thoroughly. E.g., I know of a scenario
where there is a 17-acre plot zoned for 10 acres, across the street from a 2-acre zoning, but it
cannot be divided. That seems poorly considered. Finally, manufactured homes are ‘built to
burn’, so having many close together is a bag plan.

10/24/2021 4:18 PM

10

Please stop approving development in the next years. Allow the construction of the Nice bridge
to finish first to see the environmental impact that is going to have in the county.

10/24/2021 4:09 PM

11

townhomes should be limited to a specific area vs. all over the county. The development
needs to fit a theme that is appropriate and represents the county as a whole. There doesn't
seem to be theme in KG county

10/24/2021 7:54 AM

12

Single family homes, restrictions being that they aren't going to monopolize all of the King
George land; The only place that would seem logical for apartments above commercial
businesses would be in the town center.

10/22/2021 7:18 AM

13

Multi family housing units will bring crime, not wanted.

10/21/2021 6:48 PM

14

Lower income homes are practically non existent. Around 10% of the County land area
accommodates over 50% of the residents. Taxes for developments and agricultural residents
is not equitable.

10/21/2021 5:45 PM

15

Less homes more business

10/21/2021 5:26 PM

16

Northern VA counties outside the beltway used to be rural - now they have become
overcrowded suburban enclaves. PLEASE do not allow that to happen to King George. Keep it
rural - we can get to Fredericksburg in half an hour if we need to experience urban areas,
overcrowding, and too much traffic.

10/21/2021 3:27 PM

17

Types of residential land use depends on the area/zone of King George. Commercial land use
and town houses should also preserve the rural character. Town houses may provide a way for
start ups for younger families.

10/21/2021 8:17 AM

18

The regulations surrounding Detached accessory dwelling units are too stringent. They should
be allowed as long as they compliment the existing structure

10/20/2021 5:06 PM

19

In order to make sure everyone can get along in tighter quarters laws need to be stregthened.
For example- in an apartment/townhouse there need to noise ordinances and controls on things
like smoke intruding on neighbors. Bottom line- we need more affordable housing which means
smaller homes on smaller plots but need to ensure people can live together thru the rule of law.
This needs to be considered when setting zoning reuglations.

10/20/2021 12:54 PM

20

With the large increase in property values some people will probably need to rent space in
attached and detached dwelling units to be able to afford property taxes

10/20/2021 8:13 AM

21

Restrict Trailer homes, not modular homes

10/19/2021 11:39 PM

22

Discourage the building of more houses

10/19/2021 11:31 PM

23

I'm concerned about too much population growth in the county; we don't want to become like

10/19/2021 7:21 PM
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the crazy crowdedness of Fredericksburg and others just outside of the city

24

We've got to much residential development, need development that brings revenue to the
county and not more burdens on our already over burden systems, such as schools and
emergency services

10/19/2021 5:20 PM

25

People move to KG to live on the country and away from people. We don't want to be LaPlata
or Fburg

10/19/2021 2:12 PM

26

I believe we need more multi-family type housing in general. Townhouses and apartments are a
more affordable way to start homeownership before buying a home. Additionally, Mixed use
development has worked for other communities, but the county center area needs alot of help
to get there from a zoning perspective.

10/19/2021 1:18 PM

27

The county could use more options for affordable housing.

10/19/2021 1:05 PM

28

Please get rid of cluster housing. it is an eye sore, we are a rural community, that is why we
had an ordinance that the minimum housing lot was 2 acres. bring it back!

10/19/2021 12:34 PM

29

KGC needs more affordable housing; current homes/apts are not affordable for residents who
are non-govt employees, elderly or retirees

10/19/2021 12:27 PM

30

Manufactured: Trailers or modular homes? One you park on a lot, the other produces beautiful
single family homes.

10/19/2021 12:21 PM

31

Don't need more MD people living in KG!

10/19/2021 11:49 AM

32

people who want to live in the city can go do that - KG should NOT be made into a city.

10/19/2021 11:36 AM

33

townhouses, apartments, mixed used buildings should only be allowed in commerical/industrial
areas. Or some limited townhouses/apartments in clustered neighborhoods like Hopyard.
Single family homes and manufactured homes should be allowed on residential lots but avoid
clustering.

10/15/2021 9:23 AM

34

Encourage village style communities with lots of green space; This can include agricultural
property alongside homes and business.

10/11/2021 5:17 PM

35

The devil is in the details. These are all ok, but ordinances need to be carefully crafted.

10/10/2021 11:49 PM

36

Discourage high density residential structures without some type of restrictions. County
infrastructure costs need to be considered.

10/7/2021 7:14 AM

37

Allowing mostly single family homes will keep growth at a more managable level in the county

10/6/2021 5:59 AM

38

Too much development. No apartments p,ease

10/5/2021 10:43 PM

39

There’s not enough housing in KG. Rentals are scarce and $2k+/mo.

10/5/2021 4:47 PM

40

The problem with Prince William and the other surrounding, formerly rural areas, is the
population density has long since outpaced the infrastructure capability. If you build cluster
hives of apartments and townhouses, you get a more transient population instead of people
who are looking to make King George their permenant home.

10/5/2021 3:01 PM

41

Take notes from charles county. Housing projects like apartments and townhouses are not
worth the tax base. Their public safety is strained and infrastructure is clogged.

10/5/2021 2:28 PM

42

Discourage mobile "trailer" homes. Mfg homes only if same as stick built.

10/5/2021 10:14 AM

43

Look at western Fairfax County. 30 years ago they allowed Townhomes, apts. etc. now it’s all
“trashy” and run down

10/4/2021 12:27 PM

44

More low and middle income housing and space restrictions that preserve rural environment.

10/4/2021 9:29 AM

45

The residential plan must be "engineered" with the requirements for traffic, fire and EMS, law
enforcement and the appearance character added. No more Hopyards please.

10/4/2021 7:42 AM

46

We need more affordable housing in this area, however, mixing it with commercial areas
creates many issues. This society has made it difficult for young people and the elderly to live
on their own economically. We need to allow for multi generational families to live together.

10/3/2021 8:29 PM

47

We do need to keep housing affordable in KG, and that means there will have to be some
townhouses and apartments. I would also be in favor of allowing accessory dwelling units,

10/3/2021 5:15 PM
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especially for use by extended families (for instance, for parents or grandparents, young
couples just starting out, or aging/disabled relatives.) I think we need to be more careful about
WHERE development occurs, so we minimize both the environmental impact and the loss of
farmland. Regarding "manufactured homes" -- that term covers a lot of ground. I am not in
favor of large mobile-home developments (trailer parks) because these can be exploitive and
because the homes' quality and worth tend to deteriorate -- and they're not very safe in a
tornado, either. On the other hand, I understand that factory-built homes (where a house is
built in a factory, brought to the homesite in sections, and assembled on a poured foundation or
basement) can be just as sturdy and long-lasting as many stick-built homes.

48

You need to stop altogether until you can provide basic modern services for all residents.

10/3/2021 3:22 PM

49

We have to have the infrastructure in place before we build more of anything. Building ahead of
needed water and utilities is foolish. We need better Wi-Fi in the county to attract business

10/3/2021 1:55 PM

50

I do think we need different types of housing to meet the various needs of the community. Not
everyone can afford a single family home. I think the placement of these other housing options
is important though. I also think that as a general statement, KG has too many subdivisions as
it is. I am concerned about the ability of the county services, especially schools, to be able to
handle the large volume and increase.

10/3/2021 12:39 PM

51

Encourage manufactured/modular construction. What about encouraging tiny homes as well.

10/3/2021 11:52 AM

52

You will need to regulate things as the county grows.

10/3/2021 11:34 AM

53

I believe there needs to be more emphasis on encouraging housing options that don't require
buying a home or taking on a rental payment equivalent to a mortgage. There needs to be
more options for working single and couple households. Not everyone wants to become a
home owner of a single family dwelling and for those working at NSF Dahlgren recently out of
college, there are little affordable short term (1-3 years) options, leading most to live and
support Fredericksburg.

10/3/2021 9:55 AM

54

The county NEEDS affordable housing options!

10/2/2021 10:19 AM

55

Mixed use sounds nice in theory, but every example I've seen of it, it doesn't work - wrong type
of homes with wrong type of businesses. Only college type (Eagle Village) seem to have any
hope of being successful.

10/1/2021 6:16 PM

56

Allow family owned land to subdivide with children/ parents / sister, etc.

10/1/2021 5:19 PM
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Q8 Land Use: Would you encourage or discourage the following non-residential land uses in
King George County? Please explain any specific concerns in the comment section. (Check one
for each)
Answered: 442

Skipped: 130

23.08%
2
3.08%
39.82%
39.82%

Short-term
rentals (i.e. Airbnb)

32.13%
32.13%
4.98%
4.98%

61.99%
61.99%

Distilleries /
Wineries

29.19%
2
9.19%
6.56%
6
.56%
2.26%
2
.26%

90.72%
90.72%
5.66%
5
.66%
Agriculture

0.45%
0
.45%
3.17%
3.17%

59.50%
5
9.50%
Commercial development - small
(i.e., boutique retail store, local
restaurant, fitness studio)

31.45%
31.45%
7.92%
7.92%
11.13%
.13%

Commercial development large/box store (i.e., Target)

27.38%
2
7.38%
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37.78%
37.78%

Commercial development - large/
box store (i.e., Target) (cont.)

32.81%
32.81%
2.04%
2.04%

28.73%
2
8.73%
44.57%
44.57%

Oﬃce
development

21.72%
2
1.72%
4.98%
4.98%

119.23%
9.23%
Auto-related uses
(i.e., sales/service)

37.78%
3
7.78%
36.88%
36.88%
6.11%
6.11%

19.91%
19.91%
38.91%
38.91%
Hotels

34.62%
3
4.62%
6.56%
6.56%

76.92%
76.92%
Outdoor recreation/tourism
- parks, camping, etc.

118.10%
8.10%
2.94%
2
.94%
2.04%
2
.04%

115.38%
5.38%
Industrial development

46.83%
46.83%
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33.71%
33.71%
Industrial development (cont.)

4.07%
4.07%

68.33%
68.33%
Community services - clinics, hospitals,
social services, libraries, etc.

21.04%
2
1.04%
7.01%
7
.01%
3.62%
3
.62%

45.02%
4
5.02%
Home occupations without
onsite customers/employees

119.46%
9.46%
10.41%
10.41%
25.11%
25.11%

22.85%
2
2.85%
31.45%
31.45%

Home occupations with onsite
customers/employees

20.59%
20.59%
25.11%
25.11%

34.16%
34.16%
34.84%
34.84%

Solar
facilities

24.43%
24.43%
6.56%
6
.56%

29.64%
2
9.64%
31.22%
3
1.22%
Wind turbines

33.94%
33.94%
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5.20%
5.20%

Wind turbines (cont.)

48.64%
48.64%
Event venues and assembly places
in agricultural/open space areas

36.88%
36.88%
110.41%
0.41%
4.07%
4
.07%

54.75%
54.75%
22.40%
2
2.40%
Agritourism

4.75%
4
.75%
18.10%
18.10%

0%

10%

Encourage

20%

30%

40%

50%

Allow with Restriction

60%

70%

Discourage

80%

90%

100%

No Opinion

#

COMMENTS:

DATE

1

Let's keep King George rural.

11/2/2021 3:04 PM

2

Try to keep King George more rural / country living.

11/2/2021 3:01 PM

3

Same comments as question 7; want to keep KG a small rural county to live in and promote
small business; don't want the congestion seen in fred/nova/southern MD- that's why we
moved to KG

10/28/2021 4:04 PM

4

Again, we need to use the empty business space we have before throwing up more.

10/26/2021 5:36 PM

5

minimize traffic, noise, destruction of open spaces

10/26/2021 4:23 PM

6

Again this section of the quiz is designed to promote development.

10/26/2021 2:14 PM

7

I don’t know what agritourism means

10/26/2021 12:19 PM

8

none

10/26/2021 12:14 PM

9

I’m ok with office space and large stores as long as they are in a general area like the Walmart
or the offices in Dahlgren.

10/26/2021 12:07 PM

10

County needs to offer more incentives for small businesses over big box stores.

10/26/2021 12:02 PM

11

I WANT A CHICK-FIL-A!

10/26/2021 11:55 AM

12

We should avoid sprawl, terrible traffic, and poor architecture.

10/25/2021 4:23 PM

13

There is no problem with community growth in most of these areas (though I don’t care for the
idea of reducing the availability of houses for the hope of airb&b...). I would recommend
limiting these different industries into different zones. I like the idea of having a Lowe’s or

10/24/2021 4:28 PM
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Target nearby, but it might make sense to limit these conveniences to areas with like
conveniences. E.g., hotels in Dahlgren, not Dogue, and a Home Depot or Lowe’s at 3/301,
not on Caledon Rd.

14

don't we already have enough auto sales, parts places and mechanics? It depends on where
the hotels are located.

10/24/2021 7:54 AM

15

Assembly places/events venues, there should be restrictions based on what they would be
used for. Alternative energy facilities, etc. are a good thing but, again, there needs to be
planning involved as to the best locations. This could be based on proximity to residential
areas and even asthetics. The small commercialism/boutiques should really be concentrated
mostly in the town center. A town should have a center with all other things (such as farms,
homes) spanning out from it. This keeps the character of a small town and leaves the rest for
a more agrarian aspect.

10/22/2021 7:28 AM

16

No solar farms they are a waste of valuable land.

10/21/2021 6:51 PM

17

I see no problems mixing commercial and residential development. I am against solar and
turbine facilities that get taxed at ag rates.

10/21/2021 5:49 PM

18

Need small town rural King George

10/21/2021 5:35 PM

19

We need to be careful with growing our county - consider the infrastructure needed to support
more rooftops - fire/rescue, sheriff dept, schools

10/21/2021 5:12 PM

20

Assessing Community Services the way it is defined is difficult. Encourage hospitals, Yes.
However, I dont think we need another library in the County or Social Services. The need for
more Minute Clinics is questionable. Similar with Outdoor Recreation/Tourism. Parks and
Tourism, Yes. However, I dont think we need another Campground.

10/21/2021 10:07 AM

21

There are other ways to promote solar power production with a better and more efficient use of
land.

10/21/2021 8:22 AM

22

What does "HOme occupations without/with customers/employees" mean?? If this means
businesses run out of homes then allow with restrictions- ie does not interfere in any way with
neighbors rights- sound, lights, parking.

10/20/2021 12:59 PM

23

I don't think that is any of the county's business if someone has a home occupation as long as
they are not making a lot of noise, and the same goes if they have a few employees.

10/20/2021 8:24 AM

24

Keep our country charm while increasing certain services like medical.

10/19/2021 10:43 PM

25

Airbnb is a personal decision, not county business. We have enough winerys now that dont do
much business, but they are fine because run on Ag property. small business is ok but it
needs to be something that can be supported in the county and advertised. we dont need any
more random business just because we have grants. Make sure they are needed and can be
supported. We have multiple useless Urgent care centers now. They are of no use if they are
not open after hours and on weekends when people need them. The current ones also provide
crappy care and I am sure a survey will confirm that!!! We have primary care doctors to see us
during the week. how about getting a dr to replace dr. canizares and dr dedwylders offices. we
need more primary care and Dr.s that care about county folks. Power plant is another
temporary business that is no more. put up a solar farm! allow turbines, they are beautiful art!
You cant tell m you kids are not mesmerized every time you drive by a turbine farm. I am.
Event venues or ok as long as they are maintained and supported by local population. For
example bring back concerts in the park series, they were great!

10/19/2021 12:48 PM

26

Businesses need to be able to sustain, they can't. look at all the open retail spaces now in the
county. The answer is not to build more when there is vacant buildings around

10/19/2021 12:22 PM

27

All restrictions should be toward safety and clean up.

10/19/2021 12:01 PM

28

Again, we MUST protect our agricultural land and our undeveloped land for a little while longer in less than a decade we could be an exceedingly wealthy county because food has to come
from somewhere and the west and midwest are not getting rain, but we are!

10/19/2021 11:39 AM

29

Any office/industrial development should be contained to commerical/industrial zones in the
county (e.g. dahlgren).

10/15/2021 9:26 AM

30

Agritourism needs to be better defined.

10/10/2021 11:51 PM
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See notes on areas for development

10/5/2021 9:49 PM

32

Stop making us drive to fred to spend our money!

10/5/2021 5:27 PM

33

More business, more entertainment, more revenue to make KG thrive.

10/5/2021 4:48 PM

34

We have too many endangered raptors in the area to make a wind farm even remotely a good
idea.

10/5/2021 3:06 PM

35

Outdoor music near housing ends at 11pm. To encourage leased spaces, landlords
compensate county for lost tax revenue when vacant units exist and economic indicators are
good.

10/5/2021 10:17 AM

36

Cut grass in median of 301 in Dahlgren area. Plant flowers etc. in median as well. Get rid of
junk cars and all eye sores.

10/4/2021 11:19 AM

37

Planning for venues requires th consideration for the buffers or green space to allow
compatibility with neighbors. KG is learning the lessons the hard way when it should be
working agritourism and public access to conserved spaces into the residential development
plan from the start. Get out to other counties and states that have success now and see how it
works to bring in revenue without over crowding.

10/4/2021 7:51 AM

38

Again, we moved here for the small town feel. Do not want KG to turn into another
Fredericksburg.

10/3/2021 10:20 PM

39

As I said earlier, I think we should encourage small, locally-owned businesses... including
those run out of someone's home, provided the number of customers/clients is not disruptive
to the neighborhood. For instance, a psychologist or nutritionist, working alone, could see
clients either virtually or in their home office without needing additional parking or significantly
increasing traffic within their neighborhood, but converting a residence to a retail shop might
depend on the impact on the neighborhood with regard to parking facilities, additional traffic on
a residential street, etc.) I am in favor of solar and wind power as long as the environmental
impacts are considered. For instance, I don't think it makes sense to cut down woodland or
use farmland to build a large-scale solar facility, but wind turbines can co-exist with agriculture,
and we could certainly do more to encourage businesses & homeowners to add solar panels or
small-scale wind turbines. Regarding large commercial development, do we really need any
more big-box stores here? Especially the ones that drive smaller businesses out of business?
Regarding industrial development, I think it very much depends on what it is and what the
environmental impacts are (in terms of air and water pollution, soil contamination, hazardous
chemical use, and loss of habitat, but also noise and light pollution.) Regarding hotels... unless
our hotels are regularly full and turning visitors away, I can't see why we need any more big
hotels. I would support bed and breakfasts or historic inns, however -- as a part of supporting
small businesses.

10/3/2021 5:42 PM

40

Yes! Please focus on progress that doesn't require adding more residents we can't currently
support.

10/3/2021 3:23 PM

41

This survey question is misleading, it mixes all nonresidential, but doesn't differentiate
agricultural, industrial, commercial

10/3/2021 11:54 AM

42

King George is going to grow! People need things to do, places to go. Either build places for
people to go or people will create their own things to do. And not all things might be good.

10/3/2021 11:38 AM

43

Emphasis needs to be placed on businesses that would encourage people to live here. Things
like stores that people would semi-frequently shop at, career options, and community services.
I also think that solar operations and wind turbine operations while not necessarily contributing
jobs, would help build pride in our community.

10/3/2021 9:59 AM

44

Event venues: KG isn't developed enough or have the infrastructure to deal with the
consequences of events. It won't have that in the foreseeable future. Do other developing
first.e

10/1/2021 6:19 PM

45

Open the county up to assist with taxes and land value.

10/1/2021 5:22 PM
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Q9 Land Use: The current Comprehensive Plan designates Primary Settlement Areas – areas
for growth that are served with public water and/or sewer by the King George County
Service Authority. In which of these areas would you prefer new development in the County?
(Select up to 3)
Answered: 436

Skipped: 136

27.29%
27.29%

Courthouse West
Route 3 /
Route 301

56.42%
56.42%
39.91%
3
9.91%

Dahlgren

31.65%
3
1.65%

Route 3 West

113.07%
3.07%

Fairview Beach

27.29%
27.29%

Hopyard

Cleydael

5.96%
5
.96%

Oakland Park

7.11%
7.11%
0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

60%

70%

80%

90%

100%
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Q10 Community Character: In your opinion, what three things contribute most to creating an
inviting community? (Select up to 3)
Answered: 432

High quality building
material and design

Skipped: 140

32.41%
32.41%

Trees and landscaping that
provide shade and color

76.85%
76.85%

Consistent or compatible
architectural features

26.62%
2
6.62%

Consistent or compatible
building scale, size, and height

23.61%
2
3.61%

Lighting that ensures safety
but prevents light pollution

37.50%
37.50%

Reduced sign
clutter

40.51%
40.51%

Convenient
parking

21.76%
2
1.76%

Other: Please
Specify:

112.50%
2.50%
0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

60%

70%

80%

90%

100%

#

OTHER: PLEASE SPECIFY:

DATE

1

rural ambience

10/29/2021 4:43 PM

2

Rural view sheds

10/29/2021 12:18 PM

3

Regulations that are fair. A welcoming community (not the current come-here vs from-here
vibe).

10/26/2021 7:42 PM

4

Preservation of rural character of the county instead of any development!!! Last section of the
quiz did not give me the opportunity to select none of the above which again shows that this
quiz is biased toward allowing development!!!

10/26/2021 2:17 PM

5

The ruralness of the area is what I felt created an inviting community. Stop turning KG into
Northern Virginia

10/26/2021 12:05 PM

6

Safety and sense of community

10/26/2021 11:56 AM

7

(1) Internet availability. (2) Good, paved roads with shoulders.

10/24/2021 4:33 PM

8

a town center where it is accessible by walking or bicycling, leaving other areas for more rural
pursuits. Architecture that doesn't look boxy - more historic looking.

10/22/2021 7:37 AM

9

Keep the county rural

10/21/2021 6:53 PM

10

There is a severe lack of street lighting and sidewalks on major thoroughfares. I don't see
anyone suggesting that walks and lights be placed on existing facilities . Schools should have
at least a mile radius of walkable paths or sidewalks and lighting. Rectifying this is no different

10/21/2021 5:57 PM
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from placing the Svc Auth debt on urban users even though it is required for the schools and
most businesses.

11

If I had kown this was going to take so long, I never would have started

10/21/2021 5:39 PM

12

Keep this county rural - it is already moving toward a tipping point of overcrowding. If people
want to live in overcrowded areas, there are plenty nearby.

10/21/2021 3:30 PM

13

Agricultural viewsheds

10/21/2021 11:13 AM

14

Space! Hopyard is over-crowded with small lots. Don't repeat this mistake elsewhere in the
county.

10/21/2021 9:10 AM

15

landscaping, better maintenance around communities and main roads to include widening and
bike paths

10/21/2021 8:00 AM

16

N/A - response not valid. See paper copy. User selected six answers.

10/20/2021 12:46 PM

17

Reasonable taxes

10/20/2021 8:42 AM

18

NO LITTER

10/20/2021 8:28 AM

19

Keep King George rural!! We drive to Fredericksburg for ALL our needs.

10/20/2021 7:57 AM

20

Trails and pools

10/19/2021 11:36 PM

21

More police

10/19/2021 9:44 PM

22

Attracting upscale businesses and associated amenities

10/19/2021 6:42 PM

23

Reduced clutter in general,e.g. properties with numerous junked vehicles

10/19/2021 4:17 PM

24

single family homes on at least a 1/2 of an acre

10/19/2021 2:44 PM

25

King George is an inviting community. Why are you attempting to micro-manage it! Cui bono
(who benefits)?

10/19/2021 1:16 PM

26

Outdoor recreation amenities

10/19/2021 1:14 PM

27

Infrastructure: quality roads with sufficient capacity, high speed internet, reliable power,
reasonably priced water and sewer; parks; restaurants; entertainment venues.

10/19/2021 1:05 PM

28

Quiet and no nosy neighbors

10/19/2021 12:55 PM

29

Dont turn us into a city, we dont want to be a city. WE are rural. If you need more lights go to a
city, if you need large buildings go to a city. WE must maintain the areas we have such as
Dahlgren. These houses were built by our grandparents after WWII. They have past now and
the housing in dahlgren is being sold off or rented as low income housing, the businesses
along the 206 corridor are junking the place up. Grass is unkept, sidewalks are unkept. clean it
up! downtown KG. Put in some cross walks, they are needed! One at Green acres, one at the
opp shop to courthouse, one . Get rid of the LED signs. The Exit Realty sign is annoying.
downtown is downtown and historic. Keep it that way.

10/19/2021 12:55 PM

30

Bypasses for traffic backups

10/19/2021 12:51 PM

31

Parks & community resources such as pools

10/19/2021 12:46 PM

32

Broadband wifi

10/19/2021 12:29 PM

33

Lack of trash. Clean your stuff up.

10/19/2021 12:23 PM

34

Conservation property preserved. Less clear-cutting to build large developments.

10/19/2021 12:19 PM

35

No open septic tanks, (trash can lids in the yard). The no-flow septic systems.

10/19/2021 12:06 PM

36

less commercial development allowing the agricultrual feel of County to remain intact

10/19/2021 11:56 AM

37

Lack of population... No overcrowding

10/19/2021 11:54 AM

38

Easy/convenient access from road/thoroughfare

10/19/2021 11:49 AM

39

Walking and biking trails and parks that are not privately controlled by a subdivision and for
their use only - county planned and created ways to enjoy the county in outdoor recreation

10/19/2021 11:41 AM
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sidewalks and paved roads

10/19/2021 11:40 AM

41

Low taxes

10/18/2021 1:59 PM

42

an actual community center, with pedestrian areas, play areas

10/11/2021 5:24 PM

43

Keeping small town feel

10/6/2021 3:31 PM

44

Natural environment

10/6/2021 12:31 PM

45

I want to select more than three! Trees and landscaping, consistent or compatible architectural
features, and Consistent or compatible building scape, size, and height are all things that
matter to help keep our community’s character.

10/6/2021 1:57 AM

46

Parks that don't suck like ours do

10/5/2021 5:39 PM

47

Sidewalks! So much connection happens when you can safely walk around your neighborhood.

10/5/2021 4:50 PM

48

People are fleeing other areas to settle here. Obviously king george is already attractive. A lot
on this list mimics areas that were fled for other reasons.

10/5/2021 2:33 PM

49

Commercial blight laws to demolish bldgs that cannot be occupied. No new businesses near
housing to avoid adding noise and congestion.

10/5/2021 10:23 AM

50

A community center or green space/square, with streets around the square that require slower
speeds. High-speed traffic is not inviting -- people driving through KG through Route 3, starting
at the Food Lion, should be required to go 35 MPH all the way to the 3/301 intersection.

10/4/2021 6:39 PM

51

The political signs are a public nuisance, screaming division and discord. How about a zoning
ordinance on the sign of signs?

10/3/2021 8:38 PM

52

Sidewalks

10/3/2021 7:46 PM

53

Better water options!

10/3/2021 7:20 PM

54

Businesses with outdoor areas. Places for people to sit and hang out with friends and
neighbors.

10/3/2021 11:41 AM
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Q11 Community Character: Would you agree or disagree with the following design statements?
(Check one for each)
Answered: 426

Skipped: 146

8 1.46%
81.46%
Signs should be restricted in
number, size, and type dependent
upon the zoning district

5.63%
5
.63%
12.91%
12.91%

80.99%
8
0.99%
Landscaping should be
provided along streets to
improve community appearance

7.28%
7.28%
111.74%
1.74%

78.17%
7
8.17%
Landscape buffers should be required
between business, industrial, or multifamily developments and agricultural
and residential property

7.75%
7.75%
14.08%
14.08%

75.59%
7
5.59%
Tree canopy should be required for
business and industrial developments to
preserve character and protect
environmental resources

8.45%
8 .45%
15.96%
15.96%

Tree canopy should be required
for residential developments to
preserve character and protect
environmental resources

77.23%
77.23%
8.92%
8 .92%
113.85%
3.85%

81.22%
8 1.22%
Dumpsters, loading areas, and
electrical/mechanical equipment
should be screened
from off-site views

4.46%
4
.46%
14.32%
14.32%
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8 4.51%
84.51%
Parking lots should have
trees to provide shade and
reduce stormwater runoff

7.04%
7
.04%
8 .45%
8.45%

80.28%
8
0.28%
Parking lots should provide
painted lines or other means to
indicate individual spaces

4.46%
4
.46%
15.26%
15.26%

64.55%
6
4.55%
Parking lots should be
paved or consist of a
dustless permeable surface

10.80%
10.80%
24.65%
24.65%

43.66%
4
3.66%
Certain developments
(e.g., multifamily, shopping centers)
should provide bicycle parking

14.55%
14.55%
41.78%
41.78%

28.64%
2
8.64%
Fence height should be
restricted in business and
residential zones

33.80%
33.80%
37.56%
3
7.56%

72.77%
72.77%

Lighting height should be restricted
in business and industrial zoned
districts to prevent light trespass
and preserve dark skies

8.92%
8
.92%
118.31%
8.31%
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Agree
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No Opinion
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Q12 Overlays: A Military Overlay District can aid in protecting land nearby to military bases.
An overlay would require additional regulations, such as height limits for flight path protection,
prohibiting uses that contribute to frequency interference, and lighting restrictions to protect
military flight operations. Would you support the establishment of a Military Overlay District
around the Dahlgren area?
Answered: 424

Skipped: 148

67.22%
67.22%

Yes

114.62%
4.62%

No

Prefer not to
answer

18.16%
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Q13 Family Subdivisions: Family Subdivisions loosen the County’s zoning and subdivision
requirements to allow the transfer/division of property among family members. Currently, the
County does not require that a landowner own property for a certain amount of time before
subdividing a lot to a family member. The receiving family member of a subdivided lot must
hold ownership of the property for a minimum of five years prior to selling to a non-family
member. Would you support increasing these timeframes to help prevent circumvention of the
subdivision requirements?
Answered: 422

Skipped: 150
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Q14 Are there any other topics that have not been addressed that you would like to
identify, or do you have any general comments or suggestions? If yes, please identify in
the comments.
Answered: 417

Skipped: 155
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71.22%
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2
8.78%
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#

YES:

DATE

1

Let's keep King George country and rural.

11/2/2021 3:05 PM

2

Upgrade fire prevention water systems and water supply for fire apparatus

10/31/2021 8:24 PM

3

As the county grows, the water system needs to grow as well. as the water lines grow so will
developments and businesses. More hydrants are needed throughout the county. More
businesses bring more revenue.

10/31/2021 7:29 PM

4

Look into using what we already have in the county like the rivers to build business around;
boat sales/rentals, beaches.

10/31/2021 10:36 AM

5

Developers need to be required to pay for road upgrades based upon increased traffic and
density.

10/30/2021 7:28 PM

6

Cluster in A-1 should be allowed and encouraged to reduce environmental and transportation
impacts

10/30/2021 11:51 AM

7

I think there should be a cluster option in A1 zoning. It’s impossible to develop a large property
under the current rules. Clustering would allow some development with lots of open space
preserved.

10/30/2021 8:23 AM

8

Would like to prohibit the blue light signage (used commercially) throughout the county; it's
distracting from the scenery, hurts the eyes, and more importantly disrupts the birds/ animals
mating/ biological rhythms

10/28/2021 4:12 PM

9

Road safety, it would be so nice to be able to travel on foot from Eden Estates to Cleydael.
Growth of the county cannot successfully supported with our major roads set up for 1950’s
rural living and population.

10/28/2021 8:13 AM

10

Services and needs of the County are outstripping the tax base. That base needs to be
encouraged to grow in a responsible matter

10/27/2021 11:24 AM
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11

Please keep King George rural. We live here intentionally for the rural/farm life.

10/26/2021 8:39 PM

12

This survey does not address social attitudes.

10/26/2021 7:46 PM

13

Maintenance assistance to registered subdivisions that have private roads, yet pay taxes just
like any other resident of the county who receives road maintenance on their roadways.

10/26/2021 6:36 PM

14

We need better infrastructure before going forward. This county needs to get that up to speed
before overburdening it with more businesses and housing. The service authority needs work,
and the internet providers in the area are not keeping up with demand.

10/26/2021 5:42 PM

15

protect watersheds and wetlands

10/26/2021 4:34 PM

16

This survey is designed to be biased to favor development --the county should have provided a
survey that did not favor development. The latest land tax assessments are designed to
encourage landowners to sell to developers.

10/26/2021 2:21 PM

17

Water bills

10/26/2021 2:03 PM

18

The burden on current water/sewer customers for future development is ridiculous! I worry
about the depletion of the available water by over-development.

10/26/2021 1:56 PM

19

Water is a critical issue - both quality protection and ensuring the county does not outbuild the
available water supply.

10/26/2021 1:27 PM

20

Need a variety of decent restaurants. Not many choices in KG and most of them are average
at best.

10/26/2021 1:17 PM

21

All residential subdivision roads should be paved with asphalt to maintain aesthetic quality and
safety .

10/26/2021 12:29 PM

22

Delete the limit of five subdivisions on a lot if the additional subdivision is an intra-family
transfer.

10/26/2021 12:16 PM

23

I have concerns about the amount of housing in the county and how our county services like
schools and such can keep up with that growth. I am concerned that with the recent boom to
outsiders moving to KG that it will lose its rural, small town feel. The Walmart in Dahlgren has
already increased traffic quite a bit due to people coming from Maryland to use it and other
stores. This will only get worse with the opening of the new Nice Bridge.

10/26/2021 12:13 PM

24

I would like to see gravel roads be paved (or use milling)

10/26/2021 12:13 PM

25

Employees of zoning are the worst knowleged and customer service I have ever worked with

10/26/2021 12:06 PM

26

There is overwhelming public support for the preservation of the RURAL character of King
George county. Heed it.

10/26/2021 12:02 PM

27

King George is King George, not Fairfax

10/26/2021 12:01 PM

28

Water debt

10/25/2021 10:11 PM

29

We should strive to maintain King George's agriculture and natural beauty. Development should
be thoughtful, subject to high standards, and aesthetic. Serious thought and planning should
be given to creating a central square or walkable business district in King George town. At
present, there is no village center or downtown. Other counties, even rural ones, have quaint
towns with interesting businesses: Montross, Colonial Beach, Middleburg, Irvington.

10/25/2021 4:33 PM

30

The roads are pretty rough. There are many unpaved state-owned roads, and most of the roads
have no safe shoulders. This should be remedied before discussing artisanal landscaping.

10/24/2021 6:06 PM

31

Local incentives to alternatives energy sources should be considered in residential and
commercial properties.

10/24/2021 4:14 PM

32

KG planning/zoning staff are not generally helpful or provide assist in helping others when
needed. I am not sure why, it really doesn't make sense. There seems to be a disconnect with
cooperation in that department

10/24/2021 8:04 AM

33

Abolish the Service Authority and establish a county wide Utilities department.

10/22/2021 4:39 PM

34

people came to King George to live in a rural area. But the first thing that happens is that we
start wanting to build more residential and commercial areas. Things are too spread out. We

10/22/2021 7:45 AM
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need to adopt a model not unlike the ones employed in New England for the most part. They
have kept their small town flavor and kept big business out in many of their towns. It can be
done if we are not too greedy for potential tax money from commercial sources and from
individuals that own homes.
35

The beauty of the Northern Neck is in it's ruralness

10/21/2021 6:59 PM

36

The County is dependent on the trash of outliers for the next twenty years. Are we going to
forever be the "trash can" of this and other states?

10/21/2021 6:05 PM

37

Just to emphasize: PLEASE do not allow developers to turn King George into Northern VA. We
used to live there when it was mostly rural, and lived through the change to becoming
overcrowded and with too much traffic. Sure, there were businesses nearby but with all the
traffic/lights/4-way stops it took as long to get to them as it did to drive up to Springfield. And
friendly neighbors were replaced with self-centered jerks. We moved here to get away from all
that.

10/21/2021 3:34 PM

38

Everything should be done to preserve the rural nature of the county and discourage all types
of development.

10/21/2021 11:17 AM

39

Previous County plans that discourage growth by limiting Commercial and Retail opportunities
to the edges of the County in order to not have to expand or modify infrastructure e.g. sewer,
water, roads, electicity is out dated and prohibitive. Zoning for strip development that doesnt
allow for larger developments is also outdated, especially on Rte 301 and Rte3.

10/21/2021 10:19 AM

40

1. Providing cycling lanes throughout the county (promoting healthy living and activities); 2.
Augmenting or developing recreational areas for community to provide more activities for
teenagers; examples: skating, mountain bikes ; 3. Reducing/avoiding cabling views (as being
done); 4. Providing public area for bow and arrow, shooting range and golf course; 5. as the
county develops, traffic needs to be addressed (particularly with the addition of the expansion
of the Nice bridge)

10/21/2021 9:35 AM

41

NoVa is moving further south; Fredericksburg is growing. Growth can be good! But it should be
controlled and regulated to protect what matters. The agriculture and history of King George is
appealing to many looking for that way of life. We should appeal to them and their families.
Business growth is important and the business world has changed since COVID so KG should
adapt too. Attracting businesses brings jobs and families!

10/21/2021 9:14 AM

42

King George has a rule about 5 houses on a private road, this makes no sense if the road
leads to a large property that has never been divided.

10/20/2021 2:56 PM

43

Again- in considering all this we need to consider the laws that help enforce everyone's rights.
KG can be a leader in the future of how we all live together happily and healthily. Less single
family homes are the only way in the future, but that means stronger laws to make sure basic
human rights are preserved. (example- I know someone who had to move because of a
neighbors weed smoke and they fact that person had to pass drug tests for work. It is not right
that even legal cigarette smoke be allowed to encroach on other peoples property, but illegal
smoke is beyond belief! PS- landlord and LE would not do anything)

10/20/2021 1:09 PM

44

Minor subdivision should be permitted for property purchased before 12/7/2002

10/20/2021 12:53 PM

45

The water system is inadequate as is, so I don't see it moving other areas.

10/20/2021 12:42 PM

46

I wish #9 had a "none" option. Also, regarding the question of landscaping along roads...
suggest only planting native plants, such as native low ground cover and wildflowers.

10/20/2021 8:23 AM

47

Need improved grocery stores

10/20/2021 6:09 AM

48

Shopping malls

10/20/2021 2:34 AM

49

Indiantown road needs traffic signals at Dahlgren rd and Rt 3.

10/19/2021 11:49 PM

50

More parks!

10/19/2021 11:40 PM

51

Preserve the rural, safe, close knit community. Improve appearance & history, promote
agriculture and support the Naval base that serves as employment to the great many KG
residents.

10/19/2021 10:51 PM

52

More police officers, vice

10/19/2021 9:49 PM
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53

Clearing of land for power lines to the base and for Walmart significantly increased noise
pollution- that was not addressed in this survey and should be. Sound dampening should be
employed along 3 and 301 particularly if the state is going to force further easement and
increased lanes.

10/19/2021 6:18 PM

54

Retail and industrial growth needs to be designed so King George doesn't look like Waldorf. It
needs to be attractive and consistent. Family farms need to be protected. The rural nature of
King George needs to be preserved. Tourism needs to be encouraged and courthouse area
needs to be redesigned to promote a sense of community and shopping. Today there is no
incentive to stop in King George on the way to the NNK.

10/19/2021 5:56 PM

55

We need to promote rooftop solar in the area. Bring in more competition to drive prices down

10/19/2021 3:35 PM

56

Open space needed for equestrian activities, e.g. trail riding and parks that allow horseback
riding. Even a riding arena within a park that could support local horse shows similar to Oak
Ridge Park in Charles County, MD.

10/19/2021 2:04 PM

57

Why are you so interested in micro-managing the lives of others?

10/19/2021 1:21 PM

58

It would be nice if sidewalks were considered in planning for development in the county.

10/19/2021 1:13 PM

59

Keep us Rural! There is not really a point to putting a military overlay any longer as the flight
path at NAvy Base Dahlgren has already been ruined by Walmart. Check with Dahlgren CO.

10/19/2021 1:00 PM

60

Homeowners should not be responsible for the upkeep of the residential roads. We live in Eden
estates and have huge potholes on our streets. For example 11001 Taylor place. Take a tour
and you'll see!

10/19/2021 12:47 PM

61

please limit tobacco and auto parts stores; KGC needs affordable housing for seniors/retirees

10/19/2021 12:36 PM

62

Stupid ideas that cost the taxpayer seem to radiate from the board of supervisors. Leave
people alone and stop wasting their money. If people own it they should be able to do what
they want with it as long as they are not directly harming anyone.

10/19/2021 12:26 PM

63

Paved shoulders along all major roads for bicycle riders.

10/19/2021 12:18 PM

64

Lifting any sort of restrictions so a person can subdivided property to go to a family member.

10/19/2021 12:13 PM

65

It would be nice to have a drive-thru restaurant/food option in the Rt 206/Rt 3 area. Something
other than Sheetz.

10/19/2021 12:03 PM

66

make it easier for agriculture to operate and build structures

10/19/2021 12:02 PM

67

I moved to KG for it rural atmosphere. I think we should keep it that way!

10/19/2021 11:57 AM

68

I would like to see any discussion of zoning consider the extreme cost of additional schools that
could be potentially needed if zoning favors population increases. New school buildings are
easily over $100Million to build. One more subdivision as poorly thought out as Hopyard and
we will find ourselves needing at least one new school if not two or an expansion of the HS. I
remember the board telling everyone that Hopyard wouldn't bring in more than 5-600 kids at
most. The board said that they estimated an average of 1 kid per family. Look at your census
and you'll see 2-3 kids per family is the reality. Hopyard isn't done building and we have 3 full
buses picking up for Sealston and over 50 parents picking up multiple kids. Please stop
thoughtless, in-the-moment thinking and consider the future and the expense down the road.

10/19/2021 11:52 AM

69

Requiring businesses and especially developers to plant non invasive trees and plants and
encourage native plants

10/19/2021 11:40 AM

70

Appreciate the effort involved in this. Love KG's rural character. Let's keep it going.

10/15/2021 9:47 AM

71

The current growth of residential areas is causing congestion in our current businesses/stores.
Instead of discouraging residential growth, I believe the county needs to encourage business
growth and development. Specifically, the county is in need of another grocery store/shopping
center with restaurants near the Hopyard area to accommodate the new homeowners in the
area. The lack of childcare in the county is also a concern with the number of young, growing
families.

10/14/2021 9:20 AM

72

Make it easier to divide up 10 acres to a family member

10/12/2021 1:54 PM

73

Food Trucks

10/12/2021 1:38 PM
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74

Community sidewalks, street lighting, designated emergency routes widened to have shoulders
for vehicles, a public pool for residents and a govt sponsored webpage for registered county
business listings.

10/11/2021 3:09 AM

75

Really need to find a way to encourage safer roads for walkers, runners, and bicyclists.

10/10/2021 11:57 PM

76

Please keep the rural integrity of KG. I have noticed several new housing developments and
they are just inviting things none of us want here. There are enough people and land has
become scarce in the county. Let’s hold what we have and not allow any new developments.
When it’s hard to find a place here, then property values will soar as other counties around us
fill up. This has been proven in other areas every single time they preserve land and require
large plots for houses. People like the rural feel of KG, let’s keep it! Thank you

10/10/2021 11:37 AM

77

I do not want an increase in traffic/ traffic lights along route 3

10/6/2021 10:39 PM

78

We must find the balance between regulations that beautify the County and over regulation.
We are not the NNK but we are also not Stafford, Spotsy or Fredericksburg.

10/6/2021 9:44 PM

79

Limit the number certain types of businesses, i.e amount of tobacco stores or car dealerships.

10/6/2021 11:14 AM

80

55 up community living, either as smaller footprint homes, townhomes or condos. Over 55 pay
taxes, have no impact on schools, minimum impact on our precious water supply, spend
money in their community and generally promote good in their area. Over 55 don’t want huge
homes and lots to maintain.

10/6/2021 9:46 AM

81

School districts

10/6/2021 8:34 AM

82

Growth of King George is inevitable. Are there places we would like to emulate? Just saying no
to all growth and change will lead to disorganized and incoherent development. I think Calvert
county in MD has done a good job at preserving rural character and small town values.

10/6/2021 6:07 AM

83

In excess Junk vehicles and boats cluttering in subdivisions

10/6/2021 5:58 AM

84

Slow development

10/5/2021 10:47 PM

85

Keep the rural feel of KG by maintaining the integrity of the agricultural areas. Improve the
courthouse area for visitors and residents. Develop Dahlgren and Rt 301 corridor north of Rt 3.
Development in the area of Rt.3 and 206 should also be pursued not extending West of
Comorn Rd.

10/5/2021 9:56 PM

86

No more subdivisions.

10/5/2021 8:34 PM

87

Please keep our county small and rural. Keep development of all kinds in check, and preserve
farms, forests, and open spaces. Please don't allow those who move from suburban or urban
areas try to turn our county into what they left, filled with shopping centers, big developments,
and lots of traffic and crime.

10/5/2021 7:11 PM

88

Stop monopolizing our cable internet. ABB is an awful provider.

10/5/2021 5:42 PM

89

One of the biggest things holding people back from moving to KG is the Service Authority Debt.
$150/mo for a family of 4 is insane. As long as KG residents have to pay for their
mismanagement, growth in KG will suffer.

10/5/2021 4:54 PM

90

We need to have more housing developments and businesses that will attract a larger
customer base for the KG Service Authority.

10/5/2021 4:36 PM

91

Non HOA Homeowners need more protections by county services i.e. dogs that bark non stop
for hours. Nothing on the books to enforce.

10/5/2021 4:02 PM

92

If the county is motivated by money, it will lose its character very quicly and become the cess
pool that Prince William and other formerly rural counties have become with the mass influx of
people in the last two decades. People live here because it's an oasis, add too many
subdivisions or big box stores and we're just another Fairfax clone.

10/5/2021 3:13 PM

93

We need to keep a rural feel but let's clean up the county. Many businesses look like a disaster
with junk all around, terrible looking hand painted murals and signs, old shipping containers,
old tires, stored old vehicles. Looks like. Junk yard in many places. Let's mow the grass on the
sides of the roads more often. Take up the stumps at the library. Stop the library from going
woke and replacing trading books with leftist propaganda books!

10/5/2021 3:01 PM

94

Stop so much Outside Development from more Metro Areas to destroy King George Land. Too

10/5/2021 2:57 PM
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much Development is happening and taking over the area. Preserve what King George Rural
areas with some development that is needed. Dont Washington DC the area !
95

Keep king George rural

10/5/2021 2:44 PM

96

Allow and provide assistance from the zoning and development office staff to assist in business
development and educate the restrictions and requirements needed so it can be transparent
before investing into trying to start up within the county.

10/5/2021 12:30 PM

97

There is not enough apartments and or townhomes in King George.

10/5/2021 11:43 AM

98

Residential noise ordinance from motor bikes, dogs, music. Existing ordnance sets the
offending noise level too high for Sheriff to enforce or can't do anything at all about barking
dogs. Unless zoned for junked vehicles, no property should be permitted to have inoperable
vehicles in parking lots and high density housing.

10/5/2021 10:33 AM

99

Change the zoning rules for domestic chickens. There should not be a lot size guideline or a
fee to provide documentation you have chickens.

10/4/2021 8:55 PM

100

The enforcement office--permitting--is awful: give conflicting information, slow, and indecisive.
They are awful.

10/4/2021 2:43 PM

101

I believe cluster homes are dangerous especially during fires. Roads and infrastructure need to
be developed or improved before more residential units approved. Look at Route 610 & 17 in
Stafford, Route 3 in the city and Spotsylvania for examples of how not to do it.

10/4/2021 12:37 PM

102

We need bike lanes on rural roads, e.g., Rt. 218, Owens/Mathias Point, etc.

10/4/2021 9:47 AM

103

Multi family housing and big box stores are not needed in this community

10/4/2021 9:02 AM

104

We do not need multi-family housing.

10/4/2021 8:40 AM

105

Couple of conflicting questions, parking - paving and permeable are totally different in
describing surfaces. Paving with asphalt should always be avoided. We are already losing our
water supply and there are pervious solutions available now. No questions on the role of NSF.
NSF (who I ardently support) must take more responsibility for traffic. I estimate they alone are
responsible for a 1000 or more bad drivers on road not capable of safely handling this behavior
and the load for the other 7-8 thousand employees that don't live in KG but passs through.
Didn't see a question on how the USN can help support KG...and it's own personnel resources
in the planning and zoning survey.

10/4/2021 8:03 AM

106

Please keep KG small. Pulling out onto Route 3 is already dangerous is certain areas.

10/3/2021 10:24 PM

107

I hope for King George to remain a rural commu ity

10/3/2021 8:09 PM

108

I hope KG County expands public utility such as Water, Sewer and High Speed Broadband.

10/3/2021 7:52 PM

109

Need safe biking routes

10/3/2021 7:47 PM

110

Storm runoff in bayberry needs addressed

10/3/2021 7:46 PM

111

In considering any development, priority should be given to considerations of environmental
impact and the likelihood of continued climate change. We need to protect the environment and
mitigate climate change effects -- that's imperative if we are to protect our children's and
grandchildren's future.

10/3/2021 6:08 PM

112

I would like to reiterate that I have concerns about the amount of housing developments in the
county. As a resident my entire life, I have seen a lot of growth, which isn’t necessarily a bad
thing. I’m just concerned about the schools being overcrowded and losing too much of the
ruralness of KG that I love so much. Lack of trees is becoming a problem in the world and we
need more of them, not less.

10/3/2021 12:46 PM

113

Golf cart ordnance can be extremely simplified, and make it easier for communities like
hopyard to apply (state doesn't require inspection or community sticker for low speed vehicles).

10/3/2021 12:02 PM

114

When considering changes to the zoning ordinance it is critically important that decision
makers consider the impact the zoning changes will have on essential services such as Fire
and Rescue.The County must ensure that our first responders have the proper equipment and
safe staffing to respond to a growing community.

10/3/2021 11:56 AM
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115

I would like to update the zoning requirements for subdivisions, allowing for chicken coops in
subdivision lots over 1/4 acre.

10/3/2021 11:28 AM

116

The base traffic pattern needs to be improved, make more area for traffic to build before
entering the gates . Better roads to carry traffic to and from the base .

10/3/2021 10:49 AM

117

Allowances of second residential dwellings on property should be less stringent and easier
and cheaper to obtain permits for.

10/3/2021 10:39 AM

118

New and revised zoning requirements should take current and future climate and ecosystem
changes into consideration. For example, a military overlay district should encompass a large
enough area for installation relocation in response to rising sea level; and the fragmentation of
existing wooded, wetland, and other 'natural' areas should be strongly discouraged.

10/3/2021 10:36 AM

119

The county makes it challenging for small businesses to start up. Something should be done
to encourage small business opportunities.

10/3/2021 10:16 AM

120

Natural gas line extension into county;

10/1/2021 4:48 PM
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Q15 If you are a resident of King George County, how long have you lived in the County?
Answered: 420

Under 5 years

13.57%
13.57%

5 to 9 years

13.81%
13.81%

Skipped: 152

27.14%
27.14%

10 to 19 years

119.52%
9.52%

20 to 29 years

30 or more
years

21.67%
21.67%

I do not live
in King George County

4.29%
4
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All:

Sender: Adam Simonoff | user54321.0@verizon.net
Recipient: Heather Hall via Ann Cupka
Date: October 5, 2021

I completed the online survey, but it lacked space for long comments so I am providing this supplement for your
consideration.
Zoning ordnances impact every aspect of residential and business life in the county. Done poorly, it can stifle
community development and prevent a healthy economy. Done wrong and you can end up with an imbalance
where businesses can override the rights of residential property owners.
1. Grandfather existing businessses and commercial retail shops as they were zoned to operate without
permitting new business startups on the premises when the property is located in a residential neighborhood.
Provide a process to request a variance with public comment input with weight given to the impacted adjacent
residents.
2. A zoning ordinance must include some restrictions on activities to enforce good neighbor policies but not go
so far as to mimic the rules of a Homeowners' Association.
a. Any property not zoned for storing and selling used automobile parts shall not be permitted to have
inoperable vehicles on their property for more than 30 days or the Sheriff shall be empowered to remove the
vehicle and fine the property owner. The time limit allows for hobby mechanics to work on their vehicles, but
prevents junked cars from populating shopping center parking lots and residential neighborhoods. Unless a
vehicle is "Farm Use" on an agriculturely zoned lot, every vehicle on a property shall be legally licensed with
current DMV registration and in good working order or the Sheriff shall be empowered to remove the vehicle
and fine the property owner. Abandoned vehicles or piled up vehicles could be crime scenes, threats to the
environment and blight to a community. A residential lot shall not be used to store "junked" vehicles.
b. Dog owners shall not be permitted to keep barking dogs outdoors creating a public nuisance. Large dogs that
threaten to jump over fences shall not be permitted outdoors without a leash. Property owners are responsible
for ensuring dogs cannot escape the property nor pose any threat to the public passing by the property on
public streets and walkways. The Sheriff shall be empowered to remove the animal and fine the property owner.
c. Commercial buildings that are unfit for human occupancy shall be demolished and replaced with green space
until a replacement building is approved and constructed. A get well period of performance to submit a plan to
repair shall be limited to six months after the owner is notified. Failure to comply will empower the county to
demolish the building at owner expense plus fines.
The DoD has a program called, “Readiness and Environmental Protection Initiative (REPI)" that purchases private
property near military installations to avoid conflict with private property owners. An effort should be made to
remove the unoccupiable commercial blight near the Navy's Main Gate in Dahlgren.
The REPI office is at the link below:
https://repi.mil
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d. Outdoor live entertainment or music near residential property from a residence holding an occasional
gathering or commercial establishment shall terminate at 11 pm. Sound levels during business hours or the
gathering shall not interfere with the residents.
e. The county noise ordinance shall be modified to account for noise from loud automobile radios and motor
bikes in residential areas creating a nuisance.
3. In return for granting commercial zoning and a building permit to construct a commercial property that leases
space (such as a shopping center), the landlord must be discouraged from having vacant office space and
unleased retail shops by compensating the county for the lost income tax and sales tax revenue the unleased
space would have generated had it been occupied. The spaces were intended to generate jobs and tax revenue.
The landlord shall compensate the County Treasurer an amount assessed by the county for the lost revenue. The
landlord shall be permitted to appeal and dispute the penalty amount in court. The County Treasurer shall set
the penalty per the business revenue collected in similar situations in similar jurisdictions when economic
indicators show that the nation's economy is generally healthy per established economic indicators and the
landlord should therefore have leased the unoccupied spaces.
Some may say this suggestion is not business friendly. King George County lost a UPS Store because of a greedy
landlord, so this policy is business friendly to commercial tenants who provide jobs and neighborhood services.
This policy ensures that commercial tenants are not taken advantage of by commercial landlords. Commercial
landlords will have to weigh the risk of raising the rent versus paying the penalty for unleased space.
Economic indicators are described in the link below:
https://smartasset.com/investing/indicator-definition
4. The kind of licensed businesses shall be restricted. Do not permit:
a. Adult entertainment and massage parlors
b. An abundance of tobacco shops
c. Payday lenders
d. Pawn shops
e. Endless rows of automobile dealers
f. Nail salons
5. Signs to advertise Festivals and Tourism Events shall be permitted on roadsides and overhead in accordance
with specific design rules so that they do not present a hazard or eyesore. Signs for temporary tourism events
shall be permitted for up to sixty (60) days in advance of the event and must be removed within 72 hours after
the event is completed.
6. Outdoor business lighting shall be permitted in accordance with specific design rules to mitigate light spillage
and light pollution while advertising the business and providing safe lighting to patrons.
7. The community would look more welcoming in Dahlgren along Rt 206 and near the Courthouse along Rt 3 if
the streets were lined with street lamps with vertical banner holders. The banners could be American flags,
event promotions, holiday messages, welcome messages, KG Anniversary, etc. Telephone poles should be used
to mount such banners as well. Overhead festive seasonal decorations gives the feel of a welcoming community
that celebrates together.
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8. The Economic Development and Tourism Plan should show where the county is zoning which types of
development and the county website should make it easy for people to see the do's and don'ts according to the
zoning categories with links to the actual laws.
Thank you for the zoning review and your kind consideration of my suggestions.
Respectfully,
Adam Jay Simonoff
5340 Gordon Drive
King George, VA 22485-6205
Home (540) 663-0771
Mobile (540) 498-7026
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